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Jones appoints four newcomers
to university's board of regents

5Yr.

By Tim Blum

Board of Regents
Name

Sex/Race

Occupation^

Newly-appointed
Jane D. Boyer

F/W

Volunteer-

Political
affiliation
**
R

Managing aditor

Cynthia E. Elliot

F/B

Attorney

I

6Yr.

Gilbert Miller

M/W

Executive

D

3Yr.

Irving Rosenstein

M/W

Executive

D

6Yr.

Re-appointed

■

-
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Rodney T. Gross

M/B

Veterinarian

R

1 Yr.

Harold G. Campbel I

M/W

Banker

R

5Yr.

Barbara A. Ricke

F/W

Executive

D

4Yr.

James T. Gibert

M/W

Attorney

D

2Yr.

Four newcomers joined four faces of experience July 24 in the first meeting of the
university's new board of regents. Eastern'
board was swept clean along with the rest of
the state's boards in an effort to purge the
state's higher education governing bodies of
political interests.
Among the new appointments to die board
are Jane D. Boyer, Cynthia E. Elliott Gilbert
Miller and Irving Rosenstein. The new members were chosen by Gov. Brereton Jones
from a list of 16 nominations presented by the
Higher Education Nominating Committee.
In compliance with a new law aimed at
removing former Gov. Wallace Wilkinson
from his self-appointment to UK's board at
the end of his term, Jones reappointed at least

Progress graphic by Mike Royer

halfoftheinciimhentstoihcirM'siaie\hnard<i
half of the incumbents to the the state' s boards
and chose from a list of 152 nominees to fill
the remaining seats.
The law required that Jones achieve proportional representation of the two major political parties and that the appointments reflect
at least the proportional representation of the
minority racial composition of the state.
Boyer, 51, is a republican from Prospect
Ky. Boyer is involved with several volunteer
programs, which include serving as vice president of the national FT A and chairman of the
Kentucky Learning Disabilities Development
program. Boyer received her bachelor's degree in English from California State University with a minor in math.
Elliot, 44, resides in Jackson, Ky., and is a
directing attorney for the Appalachian Research and Defense Fund of Kentucky. She is
presently a member of the Prichard Commit-

lee and a board member of the Workers iof
tee
Rural Kentucky. Elliot holds degrees in journalism and law from Wayne State University.
Elliot said she is looking forward to being a
board member and feels that everyone should
work together to bring education to the level
it should be.
Miller, 61, is a self-employed builder—
developer from Richmond and a declared
democrat He is an alumnus of Eastern, where
he received his bachelor's degree in industrial
education. "I've been very close to Eastern,"
said Miller. "I always have wanted to serve on
the board of regents and this is the first opportunity I've had. I just want to serve Eastern
and be as good a board member as I possibly
can."
Rosenstein, 70, a democrat, resides in
Lexington. He is a self-employed commercial
See REGENTS page A5

Under 21 rule
to take effect
next mpnth
By Joe Castle
Nawsaditor

The well is about to run dry for many
university students who frequent downtown
bars.
A new regulation currently scheduled for
review by the legislative Interim Joint Committee on Business Organizations and Professions slates that as of Sept 10, establishments
across the state serving alcohol must receive
at least 35 percent of their gross profits from
food in order to allow anyone under 21 in the
door.
The new rule, which was proposed after a
bill which would have had nearly the same
effect failed to win full legislative approval
earlier this year, was written by the Alcoholic
Beverage Control commission and filed in
Frankfort earlier this month with state regulations compiler Susan Wundcrlich.

Wunderlich said the regulation has passed
one committee and will automatically pass the
second if no fault is found with the new rule by
Sept 10.
Regulations proposed by state agencies
like the ABC don't have to go through the
same process as legislative bills, Wunderlich
said.
"These committees don't approve regulations," Wunderlich said. "They can only find
a deficiency in them.''
Even if the second committee finds something wrong with ihc rule, it will still go into
effect Wunderlich said, but only through the
end of the next general legislative session,
which will convene in January 1!
Many Richmond businesses will be affected by the regulation, but Faye
owner of The Sands on Fust Street, said her
See ABC, page A11

Football player files suit
against trainer, university
for alleged drug dispensing Freshmen step to the
beat at Kickoff '92
By Ted Schultz

Sports editor

A former Eastern football player has filed
a lawsuit against trainer Bobby Barton, claiming he acted with negligence and disregard to
his health during the 1991 football preseason.
Bryan Barrettasenior punter on last year's
team, filed a suit against Barton and an unidentified third party July 31 in Madison District Court He said he has also filed a civil suit
in Frankfort against the university.
The unidentified third party, Barrett believes, is a doctor or pharmaceutical company
that allegedly supplied Barton with the antiinflammatory drug Feldene. Barrett said that

Barton prescribed him the drug last August 13
to treat a strained knee, unaware of his past
medical history.
Since discontinuing his use of Feldene,
Barrett has been hospitalized twice with ulcerations in his stomach. The second occurrence
- in April - resulted in an operation that he said
left him with 24 staples in his stomach and a
seven-inch scar from his naval to his stern urn.
* According to the suit. Barton supplied the
drug manufactured by Pfizer Pharmaceuticals, Inc., which is required by law to be
dispensed only by a physician's prescription
and filled only by a licensed pharmacist
Batten is suing for recovery of medical

Kickoff '92, a week-long program for first-time college students,
got off with a loud bang Sunday
night with the music of Rock Shop,
a band that performed live in the
Ravine.
The band featured music bygroups like Jane's Addiction and
REM.
Earlier Sunday evening, some students attended a comedy program

featuring Carl Hurley, also known
as the "world's funniest professor.*'
The activities for Kickoff '92
included a freshman assembly, die
annual President's picnic, academic
orientation classes, personal workshops and other forms of entertainment
Magicians/illusionists, The
Spencers, will perform tonight at
Brock Auditorium at 8 p.m.

By Joe Castle
News aditor

After nearly half a century of service to the university .John D. Rowlett
announced Monday that 1992-1993
will be his last year as vice-president
for academic affairs and research.
Rowlett made the announcement
Progress file photo
Monday morning during university
After serying 42 years with the president HanlyFunderburk's address
to the faculty. Funderburk said Monuniversity, John Rowlett will
day that vice-president of administraretire next year from his
tive affairs Joseph Schwendeman will
position as vice president of
academic affairs and research. I be heading the search committee for

V.

grooves to the
music, (left)

INSIDE

Vice president of academic affairs calls it quits

t:

Thomas,

See SUIT,page Alt

Rowlett retires

.1

Laura Van,
lead singer for
the band Rock
Shop, belts
out some
tunes during a
concert
Sunday night
In the Ravine.
(above)
Bridglt Evert,
20, a
sophomore
from Ft

Rowlett's replacement .
"I will certainly miss Eastern and
the faculty and students," Rowlett said,
"but there comes a time when retirement has to get consideration."
Rowlett began his career in
academia after serving in the Coast
Guard as a sailor in the Gulf of Alaska,
North Pacific and Bering Sea and completing his bachelor and master of
science degrees at North Texas State
College. He returned to student life at
die University of Illinois where he
received his doctorate in education in
1960.

He got his teaching career off the
ground at North Texas State in 1949
and served there until resigning and
joining Eastern's staff as an instructor
in the industrial education technology
department in September, 1951.
Eventually Rowlett moved up
through the ranks from instructor to
professor and eventual ly on up to dean,
where he served as the first dean of
what eventually became the College
of Applied Arts and Technology,
Rowlett moved into h|| current
position in 1971, running thcaf fairs of
the academic branch of the adminis-

tration and overseeing the five other
university vice-presidents.
Outside his duties to die university, Rowleu has served the educational needs of the commonwealth's
and theination's- students with a variety af" organizations, including the
National Advisory Council on Vocational Education in the late '70s.
Rowlett said he plans to stay active
in the academic arena, but only on a
limited basis"! intend to do a modest
amount of consulting through a national higher education group and also
oneatthetegional level ."Rowlett said.
■ i

J Surprise! Eastern's football
team is again picked to win
the Ohio Valley Conference.
The Colonels and Middle
Tennessee split first-place in
the OVC preseason polls.
See Page B6.
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Upping age limit won't prevent underage drinking
If the bar owners and their employees were
Better live it up while ya can, kids.
more careful to watch who is actually being
Come Sept. 10 if a legislative subcommittee approves the regulation, no one under served, less underage drinking would occur)
Richmond isn't a big city, and unfortunately
21 years old will be permitted into many of
quality entertainment can be hard to find.
the familiar downtown bars.
There are only so many movies to see, pins
Only if the bars receive 35 percent of their
to be bowled or videos to be
total income from food
rented.
will you be allowed inside.
Students enjoy downtown,
This may be an option,
AT
A
GLANCE
even if they do not drink.
but it's not a solution.
Downtown is a traditional
While underage drink□ The issue
gathering place with the
ing is a problem in RichRegulation to prohibit
elements to attract students —
mond, as it is in many
anyone under 21 from
crowds, music, dancing, live
other college communientering bars that do not
entertainment
ties, changing the laws by
make at least 35 percent
What option will the city
upping the age limit is not
of their profits from food.
provide as a replacement?
the answer.
The Richmond City Police
Enforcing the current
Q Our opinion
should
make it a priority to
laws is.
Changing the laws will not
enforce
penalties on bar
The way the law stands
prohibit the problem of unowners who do not go the
now, anyone 18 years old
derage drinking. Enforcing
extra mile in checking for
the current laws will.
and above may enter the
underage drinking.
bars. IDs are checked at
The police could conduct
the door, and those under
more trips through the bars, looking and
21 are stamped a different color to try to
checking to make sure only those over 21 are
prevent them from buying alcohol.
This does not always work. Sometimes the drinking.
This summer, the Springfield City Police
younger students have friends who are 21
Department in Springfield, Ky. actually used
who will buy them alcohol.
students who were under 21 to find which bars
And then, of course, there are those who
use someone else's ID, or a fake ID, which, if and liquor stores were not enforcing die law.
Establishments that sold alcohol to the
they are caught, can lead to jail time.
But the law is not the reason for underage minors were cited and now face the prospect of
losing their licenses.
drinking. It is because of a lack of
Only if the police get tough on underage
perseverance in enforcing the law.
drinking will it cease to be a problem.
It is not that difficult to spot underage
By not allowing 18-to-20-year-olds in the
drinkers downtown.
bars, police are actually overlooking the real
The reason there are so many is because
students know how easy it is to get away with problem- that teens can acquire alcohol readily
it in Richmond. They know they can drink
in Madison County.
The only way tp combat the problem is to
because no one is interested in watching or
checking IDs once they are actually inside the enforce the laws the way they exist, the way
they were meant to be.
.,
bar.

Progressive Paper
Staff outlines why you should read the Progress
What you are holding in your hands right
now is the end product that evolved
from much planning, plotting and prayer.
For the past two weeks, while most faculty'
and students were relishing the waning days
of summer vacation, a brand new Eastern
Progress staff was already busy preparing for
this first issue.
The newspaper is self-supporting and
completely student run. Every story you read
and advertisement you notice has been put
together by students with the same classes,
responsibilities and tests to take as you.
But because of the desire to bring complete, accurate news to the campus and
community, we gladly take on the job.
One of the primary goals of this newspaper
this year is to bring you, the reader, into.this
process as well.
At the top of this page, you will notice the
word "Perspective."
The word means "point of view." And that
not only goes for the Progress point of view,
but for yours as well.
Each week as you turn to these two "points
of view" pages, you will find opinions. We
hope lots of them. Perhaps you will even find
your own in the form of a letter to the editor
or a "Your Turn" column.
We know that journalists do not have a
monopoly on opinions or ideas. We hope you
will enjoy these pages that will present the
kinds of diverse ideas and opinions that only
t
Ik

a college community can generate.
Turning through these pages, you will find
news stories and features, sports, information
about Arts and Entertainment and Activities
you can become involved with.
The pages include up to date calendars to let
you to know at a glance what options await
Not to mention the pages of advertisements
that often include specials and coupons.
We hope what we put together is something
you will look forward to each Thursday.
Many students put in time and energy to jobs
in addition to classes, but not everyone has his
work put on display for inspection by an entire
university and community each week.
We need your feedback. It is only worth our
efforts if the connection is made. Perhaps you
would even like to join us. We will use a number of stories from contributing writers, many
of whom are talented writers but too busy for a
full-time committment.
The Progress is always looking for eager
students with a nose for news or photos.
And if reporting isn't for you, please share
your comments, tips or ideas with any Progress
reporters you see. Let us know what you like or
what you think we could be doing better.
Above all, read the Progress. Enjoy it Think
about what you read.
When we've given you something to think
about, we know our job has been done. And that
is what allows The Eastern Progress to truly
live up to its name.
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Editor seeks refuge from'possum pit'
I knew it. I just knew it.
Even as I tasted the glue on the
envelope, preparing to send in my
financial aid acceptance of award
letter, it was just too easy.
For the first time in four years of
college, everything was coming
together, and it was coming together
on time.'
My financial aid award letter
was just the icing on the cake. I was
prepared.
And then it happened.
My housing form arrived.
I opened it nonchalantly because
I knew that my old room from last
year would be waiting my arrival to
campus.
But upon taking a closer look, I
knew this would be that one little
thing to go wrong This was it.
There is no way I could have
everything come together.
Sure enough, not only was I
listed in the wrong room.
I was also not listed on the right
floor. That would be too easy.
To heck with the floor, I was not
even listed in the right dorm.
My housing form declared that I
am to live in Martin Hall. '
I could not believe it.
Martin Hall. I'd heard stories
about Martin Hall. And I read Police
Beat every week, loo. Eeee.
So, wondering what the deal
was, I gave the friendly housing
office people a call.
No luck. Now, here is the ironic
part

grumbling all the way.

Susan Gayle
And as I reached the door, there
it was. And it couldn't have been
Reed

more fitting.
A possum.
Reed all
Yep, there it was, hanging by its
about it - tail and colored a sickening crayola
brown. Big as life. And it had my
name on it. Oh, joy. Oh, rapture.
Other girls had smiling poodles
My friend Debbie and I were
or penguins or ducks stuck on their
going to live in my old room.
doors to greet them.
Debbie is now living in that
Mine had a snarling possum.
room... alone.
"Well, it figures," I thought as I
I can't understand why the
opened the door and wished I ,
housing office would go to the
hadn't.
trouble of putting Debbie into my
It almost made me want to play
old room while shoving me away
dead.
somewhere else.
Pit was one of the printable
Unbelievable. Even into my
words that comes to mind in
senior year, I have still not figured
describing my new abode. And the
out anything about how Eastern
whole idea of the coed dorm kind of
works.
gives me the weebie-jeebies.
My first idea was that people
But, here I'll be until I can do
who work in the offices get paid a
something different, wondering why
commission to make your life more in the world things can never go all
difficult.
the way right.
Now I'm beginning to wonder if
Oh-well. Maybe someday I'll be
is just that nobody has any luck.
able lo look ahead without wonderAnyway, having given up and
ing what kinds of sneaky monkey
decided that there is nothing that can wrenches life is going to throw into
be done about it until room changes my plans.
begin, I grimly trudged into Martin
Maybe.
Hall with two whole bags in tow.
But until that time comes, 1. .
It was the least amount of stuff I guess I should just learn to expect
had ever come to college with.
the unexpected.
After signing forms, which (I
(sigh.)
hope) will just have to be unsigned
If anybody needs me, just dial
come Aug. 31,1 continued lo the
"P" for pit... or possibly possum.
new homestead, grouching and

Guidelines for letters to the editor
The Eastern Progress encourages readers to write letters
to the editor on topics ofinterest
to the university community.
Letters submitted tor publication should be typed and no
longer than 200 words. Because
of limited space, the Progress
may condense letters over 200
words.
Letters should be addressed

to the newspaper and must contain
the author's signature, address and
telephone number. Carboncopies,
photocopies and letters with illegible signatures will not be accepted.
Unsigned letters will not be accepted.
The deadline for submitting a
letter for publication is noon the
Monday prior to Thursday's publication.

Letters should be mailed to
The Eastern Progress, 117
Donovan Annex, Eastern Kentucky University, Richmond, Ky.
40475.

PHONE: 622-1872 or
622-1882
FAX: 622-2354

Got something to say\ Take Your Turn
Tired of feeling like a number?
You may be feeling like just a
nameless face behind a social security
number this week, especially after
having to stand in lines for what can
seem like eternity.
But at The Eastern Progress, we
are interested in what you have to say,
and we're willing to put your name
and face right here with ours so that
you can let yourself be heard.
Perhaps you havcacomplainiabout
something that should be done differently.
Maybe you have words of praise
about something or someone who has
done well.
It could be that you just have an
interesting thought or opinion that you

think the rest of us m ight be interested
in hearing.
Your Turn is just that — a place
each week for our readers to share
thoughtful, detailed opinions in the
form of a column
It is really easy to take Your Turn.
Just send your editorial or stop
byl 17 Donovan Annex, which is located just behind Alumni Coliseum

next to Model School.
We will take a photograph to run
along with your ideas so everyone can
see who's talking.
It's just that easy.
The Progress really is interested in
what you have to tey.
One of our main goals is to get
more of a diversity of opinions on this
page.
That means more people of different backgrounds, races, nationalities,
religions.
The university setting is an ideal
cross-section of cultural identities.
Anyone who is willing to speak up
is invited to take us up on the offer lo
be heard. .
And we hope that someone might
be you.

^
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Another view
UPS & DOWNS

v

PEOPLE POLL
By Bobbie Jo Shields
How would the raising of bar entry age limits affect you?

Up to:
Larry Bird
Bird hung up his hightops and stepped into basketball immortality on
Tuesday after 13 thrilling
seasons with the Boston
Celtics. His lock on the
hearts of fans is as secure
as his Hall of Fame spot.

Down to:
Parking changes

Down to:
Political Campaign

The university's decision
to take away more residence
hall parking spaces to make
staff spaces only adds heat to
an already flaming problem
of the lack of safe, convenient student parking.

"It will be one
more less thing to
do In Richmond.."

-it will affect ma
because I go tor
socializing, but not
so much for the
drinking aspect."

Just when we thought it
could get no sleazier, the heslept-with her, my-valuesare-better- than- your's campaign has reached a new
abyss. Can a record low voter
turnout be far behind?

Suggestion! for ihote deserving UPS & DOWNS we welcome. To make ■ luggewion call 622-1872.

Free speech? Depends on who's talking
"I got my 12-gauge sawed off
And I got my headlights turned offll' m
'bout to bust some shots affirm 'bout
to dust some cops off'
These are the lyrics which inspired
criticism and protest from every direction aimed directly at rap artist and
occasional actor Ice-T and his thrash
band Body Count. Even the President
labeled his work "sick,"* and Dan
Quay le put his two-cents in, calling it
"obscene."
Three national record store chains
have already pulled Ice-T's "Body
Count" from their shelves as police
groups nationwide protest with actions such as sellmg Tiine-Warner Inc.
stock, the company which owns Sire
Records, Ice-Ts label, to boycotting
Time-Warner products.
Last week, the Lexington Pension
Fund Board voted to sell all its shares
of Time Warner Inc. stock (about
$759,000 worth) to join the anu-IceT/Time Warner bandwagon. Others
are protesting such violent ideas with
bomb threats to Time Warner. Hmmm.
Apparently in June ("Body Countwas released in March, months before
the L.A. riots), a Texas law enforcement agency noticed the lyrics on the
track "Cop Killer," the controversial
thrash song off "Body Count." It provided many with the excuse they
needed to point a while finger of blame
and accusation in the black rapper's
direction.
Even though Time Warner re-re-

Days left
to register

Tim Blum
A Road Less
Traveled
leased the album without the track
"Cop Killer" on it (at Ice-T's request),
it's still not enough. People are still
whining.
This is hypocrisy at its finest, folks.
Many of the protestors are the same
people who casually turned their heads
when the verdict to the Rodney King
brutality case came.
It's pathetic when a nation can
become so unhinged over a few words
on an album (it has been said "Cop
Killer" inspires a "possible" threat to
police officers) only a few months
after we saw four white police officers
acquitted for brutally beating black
motorist Rodney King.
The incident was not words on an
album or even ideas which contained
a possible risk. The incident produced
81 seconds of videotape which showed
King being beaten severely by four of
L.A.'s finest
In simplest terms, the incident reflects the pathetic truth of equality in
our good oT U.S. of A. Had the videotape shown an opposite version of the
incident things would have definitely

•

*

*

*

*

*ElecHon*

46 -92}
Deadline to register:
6 p.m. October 5

been different.
If the videotape had yielded four
black men beating a white man, you
can bet the accused would have been
prosecuted to the full extent of the law
and convicted on all counts.
Even George Bush had the gall to
snivel in his latest TV campaign ad
over the importance of "family values" and increasing the respect for law
enforcement in this country.
What values are these?
That it's appropriate behavior for
the police to beat an unarmed man
senseless? That law enforcement authorities are above the law?
They (cops) are totally out of
control," Ice-T said in his fattest interview with Rolling Stone magazine.
'There's no jail terms for them, there's
nothing."
It seems that it's easier to censor
certain ideas than it is to face the
reality of the situation. Ice-T is a musician expressing his thoughts. He's
simply doing his job (and doing it a lot
less violently than the LAPD were
shown doing theirs, I might add.)
So why all the ruckus? It's simply
fear. It's easier to blame than it is to
accept the consequences of one's own .
hate.
I think Ice-T said it best when he
said, "It's hate against hate, you know.
It's anger. It'snot necessarily answers,
it's anger with the same force of their
hate. It scares them when they see it
being kicked back at them."

County Clerk
Hours 8-6 p.m. Mon.
8-4 p.m. Tues.-Fri.
Vote in person:
First floor of Courthouse,
Main Street or Berea City
Hall 986-1460.

Wendl Farmer, 19, undeclared,
Louisville.
"it will help me study
mors because the
pressure will be off
to go downtown to
have a wild time with
my friends."

Angela Fend ley, 18, undeclared,
LaGrange.

Oenny Kayrouz, 18, accounting,
Louisville.

J

George
Roberts
My Turn
called under international rules, which
governed the game. Confusion reigned
as the Soviet bench and coaches
swarmed onto the court amidst an
in bounds pass and demanded a timeout
be granted.
A Bulgarian referee stopped the
clock,claiming fans were on thecourt,
and restored the clock to three seconds
while granting an inadvertent timeout.
The Soviets then tossed the ball into
play, where it was tipped away by a
Yankee hand while time ran out. Victory, United States!
But wait!.... Briton R. William
Jones, Secretary General of the Federation of International Amateur Basketball (FIAB), a man whose name
will forever live in Olympic infamy
and who had no more authority during
an international basketball game than
Mother Goose, charged onto the court
and demanded that the Soviets be
granted an unfettered timeout and three
seconds put on the clock again .
Prior to this inbounds play, American Tom McMillen was ordered by
the Brazillian referee to back off the
Soviet trigger man, simultaneously
creating a rule in international play
which had not previously existed. A
defensively castrated American team,
so fearful of fouling in this ridiculous
athletic climate, helplessly watched
as Aleksandr Belov caught the ball
i

and dropped it in the basket as time ran
out Revised score, U.S.S.R. 51, U. S.
50.
A protest to FIAB was, of course,
denied (3-2 with the Communist Woe
voting against), and the last final score
stood as orchestrated by the vicious
marionettes.
But what the U. S. team then did
restored much of my faith in the power
of the human spirit, notwithstanding
my disdain for authoritarian organizations like FIAB..They unanimously
voted not to accept the silver medal.
When the medals were presented, not
one of the 12 team members or coaches
was present. They had won the gold,
by God, and were not selling their
souls for 12 pieces of silver to any
body, regardless of the pressure or
price.
And they still haven't. Despite a
"yes" vote by team players Tom
Burleson and Ed Ratleff (who played
sparingly in competition, incidental ly,
and not at all in the final game), the
others remain steadfast in their refusal
to accept those monuments to hypocrisy.
In fact, team member Kenny
Davis, a Georgetown College graduate who now resides in Paint Lick,
where he works as a salesman for
Converse, has it written in his will that
neither his wife, his two children nor
any of their descendenis be allowed to
accept a silver medal from those bitter
games of 1972.
Should Jesus decide to come back
and give it another shot, he could do a
hell of a lot worse than signing up
these 12 men-So long as he watches
out for a kiss on the cheek from
Burleson and Radeff.
»

Jesse White, 18, occupational
therapy, New Orleans.
-it will make this
place more boring
because the bars
are one of the
activities of EKU."

Daniel Cheshire, 19, physical
therapy, Somerset.

CTayaa

lop^^ ^ - ^
OUQ.S:

624-OZTO
n

As the heavy hand of history balled
itself into a fist and squeezed to a close
another Olympiad in Barcelona, the
Ghost of Olympics Past seemed to
keep resurrecting long-dead events of
20 years ago, at least for your humble
narrator.
Every romp of the '92 U. S. basketball squad dredged up skeletons
buried in the dust of time in Munich,
1972.1 could not rejoice for the fabuv lous but woefully monikered "Dream
Team" for thinking about their predecessors who tasted the first defeat ever
suffered by a United States Olympic
baskeibalLsquad since the sport was
introduced at the games in 1936.
The world and the way I viewed it
changed irrevocably on thai date, Sept.
9,1972. That was the day a young and
talented U. S. hoops team was denied
a victory and subsequent gold medal,
not solely on the basketball court, but
within a malignant political framework disguising itself as sport For a
m nine-year-old kid who had already
discovered there was no Santa Claus
and that professional wrestling was
staged, little innocence remained to
be tarnished.
For those unfamiliar with the ofttold tale, it spins itself thusly:
The U. S. was losing by one point
49-48, with six seconds left to play in
the finals against the Soviet Union.
Doug Collins then stole a pass and
drove to the basket. En route, he was
knocked woozy by two Soviet players. Collins regained consciousness
and hit two free throws to put the
Americans up by one, 50-49 with three
seconds remaining.
The Soviets then had to-inbound
the ball before a timeout could be

"It won't affect me
because I don't
drink."

"I'll have to find
somewhere else to
party."

Register by phone:
1-800-92K-VOTE

Memories of '72 hoops team still sting

Misty Cary, 18, undeclared,
Glasgow.
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Calhoun replaces
Pollio as Colonel
basketball coach
By Scott Rohrer
Assistant Sports Editor
In early July, former assistant
coach Mike Calhoun was appointed
new head coach of men's basketball at
Eastern Kentucky University.
Calhoun's acceptance came with
sincere appreciation to former coach
Mike Pollio and assistant coach John
Ferguson, the man he beat out for the
job.
While Ferguson will remain with
Eastern next season, Pollio will become the associate athletics director
for development and public affairs at
the University of Louisville.
Eastern's assistant athletic director Sieve Angelucci said, "MikePollio
did a dam good job at Eastern. He
brought this program a long way and
I hate to see him go."
After spending his entire 14-year
collegiate coaching career as an assistant, his office door will Finally read,
"Head Coach."
"I've applied for a number of head
coaching jobs over the years and at
times I felt a little discouraged,"
Calhoun said. "But I never lost my
desire to be a head coach."
Calhoun, 43, brings with him a
20-year coaching career that began in
1972 at Georgetown College, his alma
mater.
After coaching at Franklin County
High School for six years, he joined
the coaching staffs at Samford University, Murray State, Indiana Stale,
and is now in his fourth season at
Eastern.
«
"I'm very proud to be a part of the
KKU tradition and I'm finally looking
forward to the challenge of being a
head coach," Calhoun said.
Athletic director Roy Kidd, who
headed the screening committee said,
"Coach Calhoun brings with him a
familiarity with our men's basketball
program and a level of enthusiasm
that I am confident will provide us
many more years of exciting, winning
basketball."

Calhoun's total high school and
collegerecord is 407-335. He was 207108 at Franklin County, and had a
200-227 record in his 14 years as an
assistant coach.
With Pollio moving on and
Calhoun moving up. Jack Trainer has
been added to the staff as an assistant
coach.
Trainer, 34, a graduate of Rio
Grande College, received his
bachelor's degree in Copmrehensive
Social Science in 1980. He earned
masters degree in physical education
from Ohio University in 1989.
Following his graduation from Rio
Grande, Trainer served as an assistantcoach at the Waverly High School in
Waverly, Ohio, where he managed to
collect three sectional championships
in five years.
The past two seasons. Trainer has
been an assistant coach at St. Joseph's
College in Rensselaer, Ind., where his
success continued. Last year's team
recorded a 22-8 record and was the
Great Lakes Valley Conference champions.
The 22 wins tied the school record
for most wins in a season. St. Joseph's
went on to finish' third in the NCAA
Division II Great Lakes Region in its
first tournament bid since 1979.
"This is a big move for me and I
am extremely proud to be a part of
EKU and such a great community,"
Trainer said. "I hope to contribute in
a lot of positive ways."
Trainer believes most of the basketball today at the collegiate level is
over coached and undertaught.
Calhoun said his aide in teaching the
game is expected to help this year's
young squad.
"Jack is an excellent coach and
teacher who will be heavily involved
in recruiting," Calhoun said. "His duties here will include day-to-day operations, with a strong emphasis on
recruiting, scouting, conditioning,
scheduling, and on-lhe-floor coaching. We're excited to have Jack join
our program."

PROGRESS CLASSIFIEDS
Rentals
One attractively furnished
bedroom with ytilities/cable/
phone for nonsmoker only, in
private home near EKU.
$295/mo. 624-1478 after
6:00 p.m.

Help Wanted
Attention Students I $7.15
starting pay, flexible hours,
excellent part-time work.
Accepting applications Wed.,
Aug. 26,11 a.m. -12 p.m. in
Student Center by the Grill, or
call 1-294-2069. Openings in
Lexington and Richmond.
DRIVERS WANTED for

Apollo Pizza. Must Be 18
years old. Must own car and
have insurance. Apply In
person at 200 South Second
Street
Sportswear company that
sells merchandise to ..
sororities and fraternities is
looking for a responsible
individual to be a campus
representative. Work one
night and average $50 to
$100 per week. Knowledge of
retail sales and the Greek
system is helpful. Call 1-800242-8104
The Eastern Progress has a
position open for an ad
representative to sell ads in
Richmond. Pays on

Wanted : People
to Shoot
The Eastern Progress is looking for
someone who is interested in getting some experience in working
with the newspaper. The position is
for a photographer who is willing to
give up his/her spare time in return
for glamour and excitement. If you
are interested in the position you
can call the Eastern Progress at
622-1872 or 622-1882

commission. Needs car.Call
Darren at 622-1872.

Health
Today, one in 250 Americans
is infected with HIV, the virus
which causes AIDS. If you
think your behaviors might
have put you at risk for
contravcting HIV, consider
taking the HIV antibody test.
For information on this free,
anonymous/confidential test,
call your local health
department or the Kentucky
AIDS Hotline at 1-800-654AIDS.
FOR SALE. Great car. 1983
Pontiac Compact station
wagon.Call Bob at 1982.

Don't forget The
Eastern Progress
Open House at 5 p.m.
Thursday, August 27.
Open for all those
Interested in working
on The Eastern
Progress staff.
Located in Donovan
Annex 117
(near Model playground)

»
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FITNESS
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Kentucky's Best Equipped
Fitness Centers
427 Big Hill Avenue
Richmond, Kentucky 4047S

623-7370
Why Pay More For Less
Compare and Save
I
1 Year $16.58 per month
I
First time patrons_qnly_ ^_ With Coupon _^_ Jix£ires_5-H)3
1 FREE VISIT (for workout)
or
4 FREE TANNING VISITS (with purchase of package)
First time patrons only * With Coupon * Expires 5-1-93

u

YOU WANT GREEK!

g

Hey Students! Allsports can satisfy all your Greek Needs!!
We've got a larger selection than ever before. Tees-tanks-bookbags-shorts &
sweatshirts available in more patterns than ever before.
*2 day turn around on orders - ^^———^—
BEAT THAT!!
For Greek RUSH or just in a rush we can service all your needs!!
Also screen printing now available at the lowest prices^
We Guarantee It!!
^
!Q! Special Incentives for officers on large orders. We have our own ARTIST - Let him
design your New Wave or just basic traditional designs
~~
_
.
for RUSH or any other occasions!!
VJT

Remember Allsports for all your Greek Needs!!

V

3

RICHMOND MALL
624-3000
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Health insurance law
found unconstitutional
By Mark White
Assistant new* editor
■±s A sate law that would have required all full-time students enrolled
in state colleges to have health insurance was determined to be unconstitutional on July 31 by Franklin Circuit
Court Judge Roger L. Crittenden.
According to Judge Crittenden's
ruling the law required certain actions
by a defined class of individuals and
was considered special legislation.
"This court cannot find in the statemenu of the purposes of the act any
rationale for imposing requirements
upon college students which are not
imposed upon the general population
of the state of Kentucky," Crittenden
wrote in his opinion.
"There is no indication within the
act that the adoption of this requirement is in any way related to a long
range plan of mandatory public health
insurance," Crittenden wrote.
Full-time students and pan-time

students taking at least 75 percent of a
full course load would have been required to have insurance that paid for
at least 14 days hospitalization and SO
percent of related doctors fees.
The student health insurance law
was enacted as a part of the rural health
care bi II. Senate Bill 239, which passed
unanimously during the 1990 General
Assembly.
FranklinCircuitCounJudgc Joyce
Albro expanded a temporary injunction in August, 1991 that blocked the
law from going into effect until its
constitutionality could be determined.
During the 1992 Legislative Session, House Bill 244 was introduced
which would have repealed the law.
The bill passed the House but died
in the Senate Health and Welfare Com mittcc where Sen. Benny Ray Bailey,
D-Hindman, chairman of the comm ittee refused to bring it up for a vote.
Bailey was a sponsor of the original law requiring mandatory student
health insurance.

Disaster relief building
planned for Richmond
By Joe Castle
News editor
Local Army and government officials recently revealed plans for a new
disaster relief building to be constructed in Madison County, an Army
spokesman said Monday.
Ground was broken in north Richmond last week on an emergency operations center, or EOC, to assist with
"any-type of disaster" that might befall
the Madison County area. General
Merwyn L. Jackson, planner for the
Madison County Chemical Stockpile
Emergency Preparedness Program, or
CSEPP. said.
Jackson said the project was initialed to assist with any crisis which
may arise from the weapons stored at
the Lexingion-Bluegrass Army Depot
facility south of Richmond.
The center, which is a joint venture of the Army and area city and
county governments, is being funded
by the federal government, but it is not

being constructed to deal solely with
chemical weapons or the weapons incinerator planned for Madison County,
Jackson said.
"It's going to make a big difference," Jackson said. "The EOC will
be able to deal with any emergency,
including things like tornadoes, which
we have had around here."
Although the building will be
funded by the federal government
through the military, Jackson said it is
very much a central Kentucky project.
While the building isn't yet on a
definite timetable, Jackson said the
center will be built in two phases: "site
preparation" and actual construction.
, "Site preparation will be finished
within 60 to 90 days," Jackson said.
"By the end of 1993 we should have
some definite plans down out there."
Upon completion, the center will
be able to assist area residents in the
event of any type of disaster, ranging
from flash flooding to a nerve gas
leak, Jackson said.

Jane D. Boyer

Irving Rosenstein
Ag«: 70

Ago: 51

Resides:
Lexington

Resides:
Prospect

Gilbert Miller
Age: 61
, Resides:
Richmond

V
•

.*

Political
affiliation:
Democrat

Political
affiliation:
Republican

Occupation:
Executive

Occupation:
Volunteer

Occupation:
Executive

Education: Attended the University
of Kentucky for two years

EducattoniBachetors degree in
English from the Califomiif-State I
University at Long Beach I

Educatk>n:Bachek>r,s degree in
industrial education from Eastern
Kentucky University

Political
affiliation:
Democrat

REGENTS: New faces join board of regents
Continued from front page
real estate developer and is a founding board
member for both Humana Hospital and the Triangle Park Foundation. Rosentein attended UK
for two years. Incumbents who were reappointed
for Eastern's board of regents are Rodney Gross,
a veterinarian from Carter County who will be
serving as vice chairman: Barbara Rkke, an interior designer from Lexington; James Gilbert, a
Richmond attorney who was elected chairman:
and Harold Campbell, a banker from Owsley
County.
Dr. Richard Freed of the English department has replaced Karl Kuhn as faculty regent
and Ken Upchurch has been succeeded by Julie
Nueroth as student Regent.
"We have enjoyed a very positive, productive
relationship with the Eastern Kentucky University

Vee
Ann's
Costume Rentals

Cynthia E. Elliot

Board of Regents and with each individual member
of the board," said university President Hanly
Funderburk. "I look forward to working with the
new regents to ensure a continuation of the steady
progress which has been made on our campus in
recent years."
Jones exterminated all judges who held board
seals with the concern of potential conflicts of interests. Among the three judges purged was former
Eastern regent and Supreme Court Justice Joseph
LambertOther university regents who did not get
reappointed are Marilyn Hacker, Ernest House and
Jim Howard.
"I am very proud of these selections," said Jones
in a statement June 30. "We have chosen extremely
well qualified people from a list of top notch individuals who represent a cross section of our state."

Ago: 44

Resides:
Jackson
Political
affiliation:
Independant
Occupation: ,
Attorney

Educatton:Degrees in journalism
and law from Wayne State
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WAFFLE HOUSE

RENTANRECK

OPEN 24 HOURS
*EKU Students
Welcome
♦Special weekend
and weekly rates
available

Wedding Gowns
and
Formals
Now 50 - 80% off retail
Clogging Shoes

623-0096
228 East Main Street
Richmond

50<t OFF

§

ANY PURCHASE
EXPIRES 9/3/92

1
I
I
I

Folio's Pool Room

720 Big HiU Avenue
Richmond, KY 40475
624-2277 • 624-2384

r

f
™J«r .
D£IL

FAMILY DENTISTRY
Dr. Steve Mattingly, D.M.D.
I

Evening office hours

dean Rest rooms
Fre

e Pool Game
w/coupon

Next to Toyota South"
■

' - 'TT.
.Draft Mug i

"623-0354

I
I

Emergencies promptly accepted
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Students! Students! Students!
ALL ROOMS

WISE

lnn«rs Circle Plaza^Hk
(Naxt lo Soft Shot)
Boggt Lit and Eastern By-Pata

623-0222

clean store • clean machines clean store • ciean macnines • ciean

I

FREE WASH

1

Mother
s Coin Laundru
open 8 a.m.-10 p.m., 7 days a week

~

Keena Hall

Rose's
I

I

Eastern By-Pass

er "tr.

623-8126
•Free color and cable TV

'Clean and comfortable rooms

'Swimming pool-seasonal

'Free phone calls

Get Wise

1

with this ad

$23.00

MOTEL

Meet the Staff

Discover-Visa-Mastercard

One Pair Over $20

L

Stay Wise

Mother's

1

Maytag Equipped

Eatlarn By-Paaa

Join the staff of The Eastern
Progress in an OPEN HOUSE,
Thursday, Aug. 27. Learn who does
what and why and what kinds of
experience you can get as part of
the staff.
117 Donovan Annex
622-1872

.25 c wash every Tuesday
clean store • clean machines clean store • clean machines • clean

PET CONNECTION

ft

OCEANFEONY

10% Off any fish (with coupon)
878 Richmond plaza, Richmond, KY 40475,624-1871
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WELCOME BACK
STUDENTS

At DEB, we always
feature the latest styles
of your favorite fashions,
at prices that are as
comfortable
as our clothing.
For a limited time,
bring in the coupon
below to DEB in the
Richmond Mall for
special savings. If s our
way of saying Thanks,"
for shopping at DEB.

Video Fantastic
Two Locations
*526 Eastern By-Pass
624-0550

We've got
Yo^tir style

*926 Commercial Dr.
623-1899

Welcome Back!!!!
We carry Genesis-Ninetendo-Super Ninetendo
game rentals as well as the newest movie
releases

Get the) tropical unw
alow from the island ol your
choice) As rofflMn ot vw
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VCR
&
i
i
i 1 Movie i
i
i
$4.95
i
i
jwith coupon onlylj

! $1.00 oft !
Movie or
■game rentalj

10 Visits- $20

JWith coupon only!*

NEW BULBS!!

Expires 10-1-92

Expires 10-1-82

•ducaM and prowda you
wtihabast indoor tanning
•wvtot avaajbh>.Cal today
lor an appointment!

'

T

exp. 8-31-92

521 Lalghway Drive
Richmond, KY
Phone 623-8993

Fatfhlons For Her
VISA'MASrERCARD-DlSCOVr.K

20 % OFF i
One regularly priced item

Richmond Malt
Richmond, KY

I

Valid through N
■/lWMiffiiHaJK

September 30,1992
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FAST FREE DELIVERY!
-\

18" MONSTER
PIZZA
UP TO 5 TOPPINGS

2 TOPPINGS

96

PLUS TAX
Add $5 for
18" Monster

CALL
624-8600

rCALL j
A 624-8600J

V

PLUS TAX

_

CALL

A_624_860^

2 FOR 1 PIZZA DEALS!
1 TOPPING ON EACH

2 TOPPINGS ON EACH

781i
PLUS TAX

|

CALL '

i

A 62^860"'

|2 TOPPINGS ON EACH

$

PLUS TAX

_
CALL
A_624^860(},

CALL
A 624-860^

ALL PIZZAS SERVED WITH PEPPERS AND GARLIC BUTTER ON THE SIDE

We Match All Competitors Coupons
N,
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portrdhu calculator stolen from the Moore
Building.

POLICE BEAT

May 2:

Compiled by Mark White
The following reports ha ve been Hied
with the university's division of public
safety:
Theft*, vandalism, arrests
I

April 24:
Justin L. Portwood. 20. Keene Hall.
was arrested and charged with reckless
driving and driving while under the influence.
Darlene Ward, 36. Richmond, reported that her vehicle had been deliberately damaged by unknown persons.
April 25:
Jonah Stevens, Brewer Building, reported a vehicle belonging to David
Francis, 23. Louisville, vandalized at the
Lancaster Lot
Stephen C. Dennisoa, 18. Commonwealth HaftVas arrested and charged with
alcohol intoxication.
Anne Nlese, 22, McGregor Hall, reported receiving several harassing telephone calls from an unknown person.
Dora Kelly, Martin Hall office, reported a possible fight in progress at the
Martin Lot Police determined that a fight
. had not occurred, but the theft of a motor
vehicle registration plate was found.
April 26:
Carol Schlllng, Brewer Building, reported a shattered window of a vehicle and
a missing stereo belonging to Michael
Williams. 21. Martin HalL at the Lancaster
Lot.
John Grant. 22, Manox Hall, reported
his stereo receiver, compact disc player
and stereo speakers were stolen from his
Mattox Hall room.
Joseph Mattingly, 19. Mattox Hall.
reported his stereo equipment had been
stolen from his Mattox Hall room.
Karin Desantls, 19. Combs Hall, reported a ring stolen from her Combs Hall
room.
Mendel Wadded. Mattox HalL reported several items stolen from theMatiox
Hall room of John Pyka. 21. Mattox Hall.

Melanie Collins, 23. Martin HalL reported her car had been hit with eggs and
she had received threatening phone calls.
April 27:
Chaada Cos. 19. Case Hall, reported
her purse and its contents stolen from her
Case Hall room.
Scott Milne. 22. Martin HalL reported
his compact disk player stolen from his
Martin Hall room.
Lorit Patrick, 18. Clay HalL reported
that someone had been using her telephone
credit card number without her authorization.
->»—
April m
Damon L. Graham. 21, Mattox Hall,
was arrested and charged with theft by
unlawful taking.
April 29:
Daraj Romans, 23, Richmond, reported her vehicle broken into at the University Lot.
Dawn Jackson, 31, Dizney Building,
reported her wallet stolen from her purse in
Km. 114 of the Dizney Building.
Richard Alvarado, 23. Commonwealth HalL was arrested and charged with
receiving stolen property.

Joseph Scott Schuster. 19. Com
monwealih Hall was arrested and charged
with driving while under the influence.
Curtla W. Gilbert. 21. London, was
arrested sad charged with driving while
under the aifluence.
Steve* W. Rusk, 21. London, was
arrested and charged with alcohol intoxication.
May 4:
Martha Wlngerter. 37, Brockton,
reported her vehicle stolen from the 600
area of Brockton.
Lorie Patrick, 18, Clay HalL reported
that her microwave had been stolen and
pawned at Johnson Pawn and Diamond
Exchange.

May 5:
Jill Lacf 22. Wallers HalL reported
three windshield wipers had been torn off
her vehicle located in Walters Lot
Michael Fagan. 29. Richmond, reported damage done to the left fender of
his vehicle parked in Alumni Coliseum.
May 7:

Paul Hkkey. Georgetown, reported
someone had stolen the tailgate to his
vehicle parked in the new section of Commonwealth Lot.
Jim Brewer, Foster Building, reported s turntable, a stereo amplifier, and
April 30:
two speakers ware taken from Room 104
Brad h Pugh. 21, Richmond, reported of the Foster Building.
the registration plate and renewal tab stoGregory K. Wood. 23 JJicholasvilk,
len from his vehicle located in the Begley ..wtfaftested and charged with alcohol
Lot
jnloxication.
Judith Bo wen, 50, Dizney Building,
reported her wallet and checkbook stolen
May 8:
J
from the Dizney Building, Room 138.
Howard Hallinan. Powell Center.
Jonah L. Stevens, Brewer Building, reported a glass covering on one of the
reported a vehicle belonging to Arthur bulletin boards had been damaged.
Baute. 22, Keene HalL had been vandalJohn David Non-la. 23. Louisville,
ized while parked at the Keene Lot.
was arrested and charged with alcohol
Mayl:
intoxication and disorderly conduct
Kevin Badgett. Martin Hall desk, reAnthony G. Padgett, 19. Lexington.
ported that two unknown males had en- was cited with speeding and receiving
tered the building and removed two full stolen property.
length mirrors from the 1st and 3rd floors
of Martin Hall.
May 12:
Brent Marcum. 24. Richmond, reAnthony Joe Parks. 25. Richmond,

FEED YOUR BRAIN,
READ
THE EASTERN PROGRESS
REAL ITALIAN AT PRICES
LOWER THAN YOUR GPA.

Motor Sales ^

We Make It Easy
to Buy Your Next
Quality Used Car
or Truck!

was arrested and charged with driving while
under the influence, possession with intent
so sell marijuana and possession of apolice
radio scanner in vehicle.

Haft*
Stephen Gahafer. 28. Lexington, reported the theft of a hunting knife from his
vehicle.

May 20:
Hayward Dangaerty. Powell Building, reported eleven seat cushions cut at
the Powell Building television lounge.
Robin Rose, 27. Brockton, reported
her textbook stolen from Room 223 of the
Combs Building.

May 21:
Bruce Bonar, Model School reported
a dispute between Tonya D. Williams, 17,
Richmond, and Sylvia A. Hale. 23. Richmond, at Model Laboratory School.
May 29:
Rlckte Williams. 39. University Inn.
reported his wedding ring stolen from his
University Inn room.
June 3:
Eric Irvln, Brewer Building, reported
a vehicle was on fire at the Stratum Lot
Center.
John Spain. 23. Todd HalL reported
his wallet had been lost and that it had
apparently been recovered by an unknown
suspect who intended to retain the wallet
and its contents.

/

June 4:
Letty H. Adams, 37, Brockton, reported paint had been scraped from the left
rear side of her vehicle and also (hat the
fuel tank had been filled with moth balls.
June 5:
Kelly Flechler. Todd HalL reported a
fight in progress in the 4th Floor Hallway
between George Ryan, 37, Todd HalL
and Brian K. Horstey. 19. Todd Hall.
June 7:
James Galloway, 22. Brockton, reported that items from his Brockton apartment had been taken over the intersession.
June 9:
Billy Howard, Alumni Coliseum, re-

Real Italian. Real Fast.
44Uesyiw»D(iw^-0K4R,JH-lHURS IHBtm-KMDpmrW&SAI IKDim-IIOOpm.

June 10:
Kenneth E. Shearer. 24. Richmond,
was arrested and charged with alcohol
intoxication.
J until:
James OUnger. Brockton, reported
the passenger side window of a vehicle,
located at the 400 block of Brockton,
belonging to Karen Simpson. 34,
Brockton, broken out.
June 12:
Patsy S. Scoters, 36. Livingston, was
arrested and charged with carrying,a concealed weapon and driving while under
the influence.
Johnny Hutchlns, 25, Berea, was
arrested and charged with alcohol intoxication.
June 16:
Linda Hill. 45. Waco, reported the
hubcaps stolen from her vehicle at the
Alumni House Lot.
*
June 18:
Pamela Cox, Brockton, reported that
someone had attempted to gain access to
her mobile home by partially removing a
window screen in the rear door.
Juatl*
Candle Hatton. Jones Building, reported money taken from her wallet in
Room 203 at the Jones Building.
Juat20:
Jason Thomas, Richmond, reported
that someone had damaged one electrical
conduit and broken two light bulbs in the
men's locker room area at Alumni Coli-

June23:
Daa Ferguson, Brewer Building,
Richmond, reported that the Smith Park
Fountain had been vandalized by the use
of laundry soap which caused approxi-

iinksp t

MONDAY
Sports Nits
Wkla Scroon
99« Draft
AN night long
No cover

TUESDAY
All you cars to
drink draft
$5.00
Pool Toumamant
WIN CASH

$5.99
f shirts

No Cover

Door
Raffle
WIN CASH

TOGA
PARTY
(Best toga wins
Bud Mirror)
TOOTERS

WELCOME BACKEKU STUDENTS
Come to our Weekend Bash

200 S Second St Richmond. KY
Minimum Delivery $4.25

GRAND RE-OPENING BASH
$1.00 DOMESTIC BEER
$1.00 WELL DRINKS
I

Fast
FREE DELIVERY!!

RICHMOND MALLS
LARGEST MODEL
SEARCH FOR...

Court decisions
The following reports appearing in
"Police Beat" have been resolved in Madison District Court. These follow-up reports represent only the judge's decision
in each case.
Jacob R. Borquez. 24. Richmond,
had his March 13 second degree burglary
charge dismissed
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July 2:
John .leyer. Todd Hall, reported his
10 speed bicycle stolen from the Todd
Hall bike rack
Walter Schmaedecke. 24, Richmond,
reported the rear turn signals of his motorcycle broken in the Ellendale Lot.
Patrick D. Oliver. 23. Happy, was
arrested and charged with failure to dim
headlights, reckless driving, driving while
under the influence, and no operators license.

CALL 623-0330

New Atmosphere • New Staff 'Lower Prices • Hot New DJs • Mirrored Dance Floor *

(606)273-2301

polo shirt*

GIVEAWAY
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June 30:
■ Johnny Bnimmltt, 30, Lexington,
was arrested and charged with alcohol
intoxication.
Brenda Grcer. 27. London, was arrested and charged with alcohol intoxication.
Darrel D. House. 25. London, waa
arrested and charged with driving while
under the influence.*
Michael B. House. 27. London, was
arrested and charged with alcohol intoxication.

LSI

ELECTRIC SLIDE CONTEST

Males/Females (Ages 5 - Adult)
August 22,1992: 10 a.m. - 6 p.m.
August 23,1992:1 p.m. - 5 p.m.

June 29:
Heather Grant, Richmond, reported
that she had been harassed and assaulted
by two females in theCommonwealth Lot
behind Palmer Hall.

CALL FOB ■KTAII.S

sireafshirts

SATURDAY

TEQUILA
THURSDAY
CRAZYHAT
NIGHT.
FLAMING DR.
PEPPER/
BOURBON ft
COKE $1.50

Juae 27:
David Lee. Brockton, reported that
his vehicle had been struck by eggs while
parked at Brockton.

■WJWrtrtAiWV
custom printed

Richmond's New#1 Party Spot
WEDNESDAY
Ladies Nits

Juat25:
Benjamin F. Moore III, 21, Berea,
was arrested and charged with driving
under the influence, attempting to elude,
and criminal littering.

Lowest Mces, Best Quality
Fastest Delivery;
What Else Do You Want?

CO

custom printed
sportswear
205 South Third Street Richmond, KY
606-624-3636 Fax. 606-624-3636
**CV\NV 4 C0L0R UHY/"
fc
CUSTOM PRINTED
#
SUPER WEIGHT T'S ONLY

I WESLEY'S TOO LOUNGE I
• Eastern Bypass at Big Hill 623-9314

mately 2 feet of foam to form on the
surface of the fountain.

al^krVW^aiW

Ask for Greg or Gary
1057 BEREA ROAD
(next to Captain D's)
624-0611
Go All the Way, Colonels!

ported a break-in in Room 141 of Alumni
Coliseum.
Rsy BurkhardL Brewer Building,
reported that unknown persons had unlawfully taken merchandise from a vending machine located on the first floor of
the Campbell Building.L^^""
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Have you Fall award letters on schedule
thought despite computer software snafu
about
making
^Progress
part of
vour plans?
been sent to the pool of 10.462 applicants, to the tune of more than
$18,425,000. Virtually all the rest have
been notified that they must submit
additional information to complete
their award package, Vescio said.
The computer woes which caused
such grief for both students and financial aid staff this summer, partcularly
those students requesting assistance
for summer school, were caused by
malfunctions in the software systems
of the AT A T mainframe. The Financial Aid Management (FAM) program
was the culprit, Vescio said.
"We had some changes in the software last April, now we' ve got a lot of
bells and whistles. When you change
certain perameters on the programs, it
changes something else, and so on,"
Vescio said.

By George Roberts
Copy adrtor

WHO?

HOW?

WHY?

The Eastern Progress is
a student-produced
newspzrper with 20 paid
positions. It has been
recognized nationally as
one of the top collegiate
newspapers in the
country.
Positions range from
editor to ad rep. from
artist to photographer. No
specific major is required:
any student may
participate. And you can
earn college credit while
working.
•

Look in our Back-toCampus guide on the first
day of classes Aug. 20 for
information about meeting
the staff during a special
Open House next fall.
Every Thursday The
Progress includes sections
on student activities and
organizations. EKU sports,
and reviews of arts and
entertainment on campus
and in the area. And save
bucks with Progress
coupons. .

Just for freshmen ...
The Progress will award
$500 scholarship to the
freshman contributing
the most to the staff in
the areas of reporting,
advertising, design or
photography.
Selection criteria
include contributions to
the paper and academic
performance. Get involved
as soon as you arrive on
campus.

Come see us during our open house
at 5 p.m. Thursday, Aug. 27,
in room 117 Donovan Annex.
We want eager writers, photographers
and advertising representatives!
(Refreshments will be served)

THE EASTERN PROGRESS
117 Donovan Annex
Richmond. Ky. 40475-3113
606 622-1872*

The usually hellish maze of student finanicial assistance has been even
hotter and more entangled than usual
this summer, due to prolonged computer snafus in the Coaics Building
which temporarily shutdown transactions in Billings and Collections and
Financial Aid.
However, the system is currently
operating at full capacity and practically all of those who have applied for
assistance for the fall semester have
received award letters or some other
type of response to their application,
said Herb Vescio, director of student
financial assistance.
According to figures cited by
Vescio,6,800actual award letters have

Vescio said that he saw no signs
that the computers and software systems might be on the fritz again, despile their incredible workload in recent weeks, though he remained cautious.
The true test, Vescio said, will be
when residual checks, funds dispensed
when fees are subtracted from a
student's financial aid award, print. If
all goes according to plan, residual
checks should be available for pick-up
this morning.
In spite of the computer woes,
Vescio has adopted a philosophical
attitude toward the whole mainframesoftware nightmare.
"If you live by the computer, you
will eventually die by the computer,"
Vescio said, "I sure hope we don't
have to die by iL...^gain."

WHITE
LIGHTNING

WELCOME
BACK
EKU

"Quality Dry Cleaning at Reasonable Prices'
• Custom Shirt Finishing • Silk Cleaning
-Drapery Cleaning • Insured Storage
•Suede and Leather Service • Uniform Rental

Located next to Soft Shoe
on the Bypass

205 Wuer Street
Downtown
Richmond

Student Discounts'

"Drop-off Service"
1088 Bantu Mill Rd.

(234244

Just Off Campus

Open 7 a.m. - 7 p.m

Lucy's
Attractions

-Ask About

(NutloBJ.tMukM)

Texas Style Celebration

|NowOpen|

Grand-Opening

Jewelry
Ladles' Apparel
Accessories
Ladies' Sportswear
Hours:
Monday thru Saturday
10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

All Are Invited To The SHIN-DIG!!!
• WEKY Remote 4-« pm
Snaksskln boot giveaway
* WMCQ Remote M pm TaSte

Bar-B-Que

10'r Sliidci.: Distoiinl

624-9677
130 North Second Street

J

* Live Band 5-9 pm
-,
•STRAIT SHOT
Of
— fa.
'ct(a5

•BUFFET$3.95

535 Lelghway Hwy
'
RIchmond.KY
Sorry no alcohol sold

'PK Roasted CORN

Come See What
Goody's Can Do For
Selection.
The newest fashion looks
arrive every day at Goody's!
You'll find your favorite name
brands for all your lifestyles
from active to classic to street
hip hop!

Everyday
Value Pricing.
Day in and Day out, Goody's
prices are always at least 20%
to 40% lower than our competitors! Why shop anywhere
else and pay more for today's
most up to date looks?

FAMILY

Denim.
You'll find this area's largest
denim selection at Goody's!
From Levi's to Chic to Lee,
Goody's fits the bill when it
comes to denim selection and
fantastic pricing.

CLOTHING

GOODY'S

Everything In The
Store Including Denim!
Welcome Back! Please accept as our gift to youjrhis coupon which entitles the
bearer upon presentation of a Validated Student I.D. a 10% discount off Goody's
Everyday Low Price on your total purchases for one visit. Have a great school
year! Please one coupon per customer.
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State budget cuts
mean higher fees,
fewer classes
By Tim Blum
Managing editor

Prvgrtssfholoby BOBBI JO SHIELDS

Packing a load

Jennifer Vogel, 19, a sophomore from Sprlngboro, Ohio,
carries a load of clothing to her room In McGregor Hall Sunday.

After feeling the crunch of two
budget cuts already by the slate legislature since the last school year, state
funding has been cut once again.This
year, the university will experience a
$5.2 million loss in appropriations,
according to a statement released by
budget director Jim Clark's office.
Along with a S percent reduction
in all operating and travel expenses
for the universities, undergraduate instate student tuition and fees have
increasd by 4.6 percent
Tuition for in-state students has
been raised $20 while tuition for outof-slate students has increased by $60.
The student activity fee has increased
from $70 to $100 while board plans
have been raised by an average of $25.
The CoUege of Allied Health and
Nursing has generated a new fee altogether by lacking on a course fee for
specific classes within the college.
These fees range from $10.50 to
$14.50 per course.
Housing costs have increased by

$1 by the week or 50 cents by day and
automobile registration has increased
$2.
Other areas of expenses such as
maintenance projects and equipment
purchases will also be affected
"The budget cut does mean that
we have deffered equiptment purchases for this year," said Russell
Enzie, vice president of Academic
Affairs and Research.
"There's going to be some older
equipment in these labs and there may
be some sharing of equipment in some
of our required lab courses,'' he said.
Many of the smaller class sections
will be combined or even phased out
entirely.
Budget director Jim Clark said this
could be a possible disadvantage to
the student.
"Instead of taking four years to get
a degree,it will lake a student four and
a half to five," Clark said.
"All students won't be able to take
the courses they want when they want
them."
There will also be no raises for
faculty and staff this year.

mwiNnr S^I©QAL
Two Tacos
Rice or Beans

$2.49
Corner of First
and Water St.

Big Hill Liquor Outlet
Big Hill A ve.

624-5619

Open 7 a.m. - Midnight
Invites You to
Richmond's Newest
Liquor Store
Located Conveniently Next to
Bananas
Everyday Beer Specials
Enjoy A Stress Relief Vacation

Anderson Hair
on Mane

585 graduate in summer commencement
Summer commencement exercises were held July 30. with 585
degrees being awarded to university
graduates.
Awarded in all: 369 bachelor's,
178 master's, 36 associate and 2 specialist degrees.
Robert Remini, a former history
professor at the University of IllinoisChicago Circle, was the guest speaker
for the ceremonies held in Alumni
Coliseum.
Before speaking, Remini received
an honorary doctor of letters from the
university.
Remini, a native of New York
City, earned his bachelor's degree at
Fordham University and his master's
and doctorate degrees at Columbia
University.
His awards include the American
Book award for Non-Fiction in 1984
and the Carl Sandburg award for Non Fiction in 1989.
Following the ceremony, receptions for the graduates of the nine
academic colleges were held at various campus locations.

606-623-2300
in

12 oz. Blizzard
only 9H
(with coupon)
photo submitted

Robert Remini, guest speaker at the summer commencement exercises, receives an honorary
doctor of letters from university president Hanly Funderburk and John Rowlett, vice president for
academic affairs and research. The exercises were held July 30 In the Ravine.

Campus Plasma
Center

■

«

New Donors Receive

Open 7 a.m. - Midnight

Welcome Back

$20
New Hours
Monday, Tuesday, and Thursday
10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Wednesday and Friday
8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Saturday
9 a.m. to Noon

Kegs in Stock
Student Check
Cashing

130 E. Main
Richmond, Ky. 40475

Dairy
Queen

College Station
Liquorph. 623-0890
100 Water St ^

rr

Students
$10 Haircuts

Environmental
Healthy
Products

Progress Staff Report

624-9814
292 South Third St.

We Treat You Right!
• US*. Otl An. DOOp&wwighl INI Am OQCafp.MpM MUPMMMUM

Welcome
Back EKU
Students
FREE
Hot Dogs and Pepsi
Friday, August 21st only
(with coupon)
T torn ber ry^Super ^aju j

fte*
i. You always got an A+ on your
writing: assignments In
high school
2. You want your letter* home
asking for more money to be
convincing
3. You'd really like to
Freshman Comp

\
I

teafcS-S?
Connors

Robert

NOTI

VERY
LIKELY!

"AHDonutsinour
s Bakery

1

ABSOLUTELY!

. 1/2 Off

i
i
i
i

(with coupon)
Saturday, August 21st only |
! Thornberry£Super_yalu_ j

'Tiuy a 2 liter of Pepsi
and get a bag 6f chips ■
FREE!

V

(with coupon)
Sunday, August 23rd only

If any of the shove apply to you, make ■ smart Investment
■ invest in better writing skills
■ invest in better graces in all your courses that require luting
■ invest in a better future (you'll need to write on the job)
■ invest in The ft. Martin's Handbook — the text your instructors
have chosen as your handbook for freshman composition. It's
one of the smartest investments you can make in your college
career — and It's available at your local colls*• storsl

|
|

^TJiojjntorjyVs^urje^Valu J

Thornberry's
Super Valu
Richmond Plaza
7=JZ
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Building up

Campus to undergo major construction
Hy Joe Castle
News editor

-.,

Two major campus construction
projects arc underway with bidding
on a third scheduled for the near future, according to vice-president for
administrative affairs Joseph
Schwendeman.
Renovations at the Strauon Building involving two dements, including
the addition of a new wing to the
structure, began earlier this year and is
progressing well, Scwendeman said.
"We're adding 94,000 sq. ft 10 the
law enforcement building,"
Schwendeman said. "The bureau of
training will move in there once it's
.lone."
The addition, which is one of the
largest projects at the university and
will nearly double the size of Stratton,
is expected to be completed by the
middle of next year.

Another project near the law enforcement building is the construction
of a new driving range and an indoor
firing range for pistol target practicing, both of which are expected to be
completed some time (his fall.
Other projects across campus include the renovation of Crabbe Library, which will also involve the
University Building and Combs Lot
"The library project will include
minor remodeling of the library and
the complete gutting of the University
Building," Schwendeman said.
Work crews have finished removing the asbestos from the University
Building and will have to close down
Combs Lot before construe lion can
begin, Scwendeman said, because
what part of the lot isn't used for the
actual building will be used as a "staging area" for the project.
Students and faculty can expect
the new library to open in lime for the

fall semester of 1994, Schwendeman
said.
Bidding should be announced this
fall for the replacement of the roof on
Alumni Coliseum, Scwendeman said,
but because of the size of the project,
bidding will take place in Frankfort
"We' II still have complete control
of the project" Schwendeman said.
"We just have to do the bidding in
Frankfort"
One project completed over the
summer was the remodeling of the
Roark Building, which allowed the
geology department to move back from
its temporary home in the Begley
Building.
Schwendeman said that although
the Roark Building is not 100 percent
complete, "people have moved back
in" and what work is left to do can be
done while allowing then geology department to get back to business as
usual.

Keeneland Wash
&*Jly
023-1146
Lounge and Study Areas
1
Centrally Air Conditioned
Dry Cleaning Service
Wash & Fold Service
In Laundromat Same Day Service

r

i
i
i
i
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FREE

Biology

Ross Clark, 51, professor

Sanford L. Jones

Mass communications

Ron Wolfe, 51, professor

Dean Cannon

Correctional services

Richard Snarr, 56, professor

Charles H. Reedy

Accounting

Jessica Frazler, 38, asst. prof.

Jack L. Dyer (acting chair)

spoechcommunlcatlonandthePt re arts

j,m Mo^on, 40, assoc. prof.

(formerly acting chair)

Art

Tim Glotzbach, 40, professor

Richard Adams

i

DETERGENT
WITH THIS COUPON I
WHEN USING OUR |
WASHERS

207 Geri Lane
Richmond, KY 40475
623-9887
Arcade Games
Cable TV In Lounge
Com Operated Self-Serve
Laundromat
Tanning Salon

$1.00 Single Loader
$1.50 Double Loader
$2.25 Triple Loader

Single Visit
5 Visits
12 Visits
15 Visits
20 Visits

r

$3.00
$12.50
$25.95
$30.00
$39.95

$2.00 OFF

i
i TANNING
i PACKAGE
i WITH THIS COUPON

Appointments Available
Walk-Ins Welcome

This Spot Could Be
Yours!
Call
Darren
at 622-1872
.

Replaces

New chair

MJLU. _

Tanning Specials

11 department chairs replaced
Department

WELCOME

155 South Keeneland Dr.
Richmond, KY 40475

Highlander
Laundry

Administrative communication Rita Davis, 41, assoc. professor Jo Nell Jones (acting chair)
and services
LTC David Shrout,40, professor LTC Dsvid L. Relmold

Military science

New acting chair
»
College of Business

Rita Davis, 41, assoc. professor Charles F. Falk

Foreign languages

Rick Clewett, 47, professor

Theodor Langenbruch

Loss prevention and safety

Truett Ricks, professor

Bill Tlllett

PACE Membership Warehouse
Invites You To Come Visit Us
College and Faculty

Do you have an

opinion?

Can you express your views?
Would you like to participate In a racial awareness program. CRUX, which Is
designed to address cultural and racial Issues at Eastern Kentucky University?

One-time shopping pass

The Office of Minority Affslrs, Counseling Center and Residence Hall Programs
are extending an Invitation to students who think they can express and listen
to honest opinions about race-related Issues.
Participation In the group Is schleved through an application and interview
process.
An application is attached for your convenience. Additional
applications can be obtained through the Office of Minority Affairs located
in the Powell Building, the Counseling Center located in Ellendale Hall and
Residence Hall Progress locsted In Beckham Hall.

Bring this pass along with your college student I.D.
to redeem the special rate of only $15 for a PACE
membership warehouse membership.

For further Information call 3205, 1303 or 2063.
CRUX
(Cultural/Racial Understanding & Exchange)

NAME:

APPLICATION

COLLEGE:
CITY:
PHONE:

STATE:

ZIP CODE:

t *(It Is important for ths development of the group composition that you fill In
all spaces on the application).
ACE

NAME

SOC.

ADDRESS

SEC.

I

M/F

PHONE I

CLASSIFICATION

ETHNIC .GROUP

PACE
Membership Warehouse, Inc.
151 N. Mt. Tabor Road
Cash, Check, Discover Card
Duckhead, Ray-Ban, Guess, Reebok, Nike, Polo, Whirlpool,
Estate/Sharp, Sony, Toshiba, Kodak, Panasonic, Cannon,
Epson, GE, Michelin, Top-Flite, Wilson, Rf bbermaid,
Magnavox, Colcman, Osh-Kosh

MAJOR

MINOR

GPA

HOBBIES
ARE YOU EMPLOYED
EXTRA CURRICULAR (organ..club,

NUMBER OF HOURS/WEEK
etc.)

What kind of leadership positions have you held?

And If so, for which organizations?

Whst type of responsibilities have you held In your leadership position?

Have you ever participated In any cultural activities, events or organizations?
If so, describe
Have you participated in debates or given speeches
If so, how often and for what type of audiences

How could you contribute to a discussion group on racial and cultural avartncis

Membership Warehouse, Inc.

151 N. Mt. Tabor Rd.
Lexington, KY 40509

T

•DEADLINE FOR APPLICATION RETURN: WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 2. 1992*
Applications should be returned to the Office of Minority Affairs, Counseling Center
and Residence Hall Programs

i
I
i
i
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NEWS"
BRIEFS
G Faculty honored
by university groups
Four faculty members have been
recognized with awards over the past
several months.
J. Douglas B urn ham, Paul C. Motley, and Charles A. Sweet Jr. were
named 1992 recipients of EKU Foundation Professorships.
"The EKU Foundation Professorship program was designed to recognize and encourage exemplary leaching among the EKU faculty," said
Joseph W. Phelps, chairman of the
EKU Foundation.
The two-year professorships provide an additional salary supplement.
All full-time tenured faculty members
are eligible for the award.
Selection is made by a committee
composed of faculty and staff members.
Jay G. Riggs was selected as ah
honorary member of the EKU Mortar
Board.
Mortar Board is a national college
senior honor society whose purpose is
to recognize the most outstanding college seniors for excellence.
"Honorary membership is the highest recognition a Mortar Board chapter can bestow upon a person who has
made a distinguished contribution toward the advancement of the goals
and purposes of Mortar Board with the
university and community," said
Denise Rode, national director of membership.
Burnham, a professor of social
work, joined the faculty in 197S. He
holds a bachelor's degree from the
University of Montevallo, Alabama
and a master's degree from the University of Alabama.
Motley joined the faculty in 1969
and holds the academic rank of professor of health and physical education.
He earned bachelor's, master's and
specialists degrees in education from
EKU and a doctoral degree from the
University of Arkansas.
Sweet holds a bachelor's degree
from Washington and Lee University
and master's and doctoral degrees from
Florida State University. He came to
the university in 1970 and serves as an
English professor.
* Riggs, an associate psychology
professor, served a three-year term as
adviser to the board.

-IT—

ABC: Under 21
regulation to take
effect in September
Continued from front page
establishment won'tbe forced to adapt
to the new rule.
"I serve food," Waters said, "so
anyone can come in. Our business'
sales are about 50-50 alcohol and food,
so we really don't have to change a
thing."
However, bars that don't serve
food will have only two options: open
a kitchen or close the door to people
under 21.
"We really don't want to deal with
all the health department regulations
and codes," Dave Billings, co-owner
of T-Bombadils and Tazwell's, two

r--
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Richmond bars that don't sell food,
said, "so we are not going to try to
serve food just to meet that bill's percentages."
Although the regulation is not yet
in effect, the ABC has already been in
several area bars to check customers
for identification.
Waters said ABC officers came lo
The Sands a few weeks ago to card her
patrons but found no one under age,
while Lesa Billings, wife of TBombadils and Tazwell's co-owner
Kim Billings, said the same thing of
their bars.
Regardless of the final fate of the
new regulation, Richmond bar owners are still cautious about watching
their front doors.
"We just need to be especially
careful with everyone that cqmes into
our bars," Dave Billings said.

-COUPONThe Comic
Connection
Buy 1 comic
($1.25 or greater) &,
Get one $1.25
comic FREE!
Open M-Sat 10-7 San 12-6
Offer Good Thin 9-2-92
Limit X'coupon per MUM
j per day
Not valid with any other discount!
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SUIT: Former Colonel sues trainer for
medical bills, suffering, potential losses

Continued from front page
bills and suffering from "permanant
and lasting injuries to his body, resulting in a permanent loss of his power to
earn money."
"I don't think he did it intentionally." Barrett said. "I just think it's
negligence because he's not a doctor.
He gives everybody this stuff, and it
says right on the package, 'Federal
Law Prohibits Distribution Without
Prescription'.''
Barren estimated losses through
medical bills, at more than $10,000.
"These bills are very expensive
and my parents, nor I, can afford to
pay for them," Barrett said. "I'll be
very much satisfied if I get all my bills
paid. I' 11 be even more satisfied if I get
some compensation for what I' ve been
through."
Barrett is being represented by
attorney Mark David Goss of Harlan
and Lexington. Goss said the specific
amount of all the medical bills have
not yet been determined.
"We're not suing for any particular amount of money at this time,
under Kentucky Law," Goss said.
"Under the rules of civil procedure,
you merely make a demand for an
amount in excess of the jurisdic tional
limits of the court, which is $4,000,
and that's what we've done. It could
go from $4,000 on upwards."
Neither Barton, nor his attorney,
university counsel Giles Black, would
comment on the suit.
Eastern football coach Roy Kidd
said he doesn't deal with any phase of
the training process and was unaware
of the seriousness of the prescriptions.
—By Mark While
"I knew Bobby was giving him
something, but I really didn't know
what it was," Kidd said. "From what I
understand about it, (Feldcnc) is a
□ Co-op, geology, medication
that the doctor (the third
history departments party) had been prescribing."
The alleged dealings began last
move over summer.
August during two-a-day football pracStudents returning to campus tices. After Barrett strained a knee in
might noticed some familiar offices in practice, Barton supposedly gave him
some unfamiliar places.
samples of Feldene.
Three departments at the univerBarrett, who had lost blood from a
sity relocated to different buildings minor ulcer a year earlier, said he took
over the summer break to make space a dose of Feldene each day for a week.
for classrooms and expansions.
The cooperative education office
has moved from Room 114 in the
Combs Building to Room 228 in
Beckham Hall, which has been converted from a girls' residence hall to
an office building.
"We had to move because they
needed the space in Combs for classes,''
said co-op secretary Lenore Robinson.
The history department also moved
into Beckham Hall over the break.
The history staff had to vacate their
former home in the University Building because that structure is slated to
become part of the newlibrary.
The geology department returned
to its home in the Roark Building
following the completion of remodeling to its office space, with departmental headquarters now in Roark
Room 103.

He said a week after he stopped taking
the drug, the week of the season opener
at Louisville, he began experiencing
stomach problems and was taken to
the Pattie A. Clay emergency center.
Barrett said he lost five pints of
blood while in the hospital and was
diagnosed with 12 ulcers. He wasn't
able to play in the Louisville game,
although he was on the sidelines wearing his hospital identification bracelet. Btyrett said his medical bills from
his first hospitalization were covered
by the university- six months later.
"After I went in the hospital, they
determined the medicine they had
given me caused the ulceration,"
Barrett said. "So I told Barton and he
said the school had secondary insurance for what my insurance doesn't
cover. Until I went in the hospital for
the second time - in April - those bills
had not been paid."
Although Barrett played the rest
of the 1991 season with little trouble,
he said it took him a few games to get
back in shape. He said he suffered the
second ulceration March 31 or April
1, shortly after returning from an NFL
tryout in Reno, Nev.
Barrett said he felt he kicked well
at the camp and had an excellentchance
of signing with a professional team.
Barrcualso said the second hospitalization prevented him from graduating last May. Since it occurred near
the end of the spring semester, he took
an incomplete in two classes, both of
which he plans to finish this semester.
Barrett said he is on schedule to
receive his police administration degree in December. However, he indicated he will probably pursue another
major in turf management since the
occupational stress level is lower, thus
reducing the chances of another ulcer.
Barrett said the chances of an outof-court settlement still exists.
"I don't want to take anybody for
everything they've got," Barrett said.
"If it's up to me, when (Barton) names
the third party, I'll sue him and drop
the suit against Barton.
"I don't want to ruin anybody's
life. Mine's put on hold, but it's not
ruined. I'm still alive."

WELCOME r*
BACK
E.K.U.
Corner of EKU
By-Pass & Lancaster Rd.
across from Keene Hall
/

623-5600
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Are You at Risk
for HIV?
HIV is transmitted by having unprotected sexual intercourse or sharing
needles/syringes with someone who is infected. If you think you are at
risk, consider taking the HIV Antibody Test
It's FREE, ANONYMOUS OR CONFIDENTIAL.

For more information, call your local
health department or 1-800-654-AIDS
Kentucky AIDS Education Program
Cabinet for Human Resources

TRAINING

CORPS

MY DEGREE GOT ME
THE INTERVIEW.
ARMY R0TC GOT ME
THE JOB.
Things got pretty competitive for this job. I'm
sure my college degree and good grades kept
me in the running. But in the end it was the
leadership and management experience I got
through Army ROTC that won them over.
Army ROTC taught me responsibility, selfdiscipline and leadership. Those are things
you just cant learn from a textbook.
I don't know where I'd be right now if I
hadn't enrolled in Army ROTC, but I do know
one thing for sure... I wouldn't be here.

—By Joe Castle

□ Division of Special
Programs to offer
computer courses
The Division of Special Programs
will offer 17 computer courses on campus this fall.
The courses will deal with the use
of DOS, how to buy a personal computer and software, Lotus 1-2-3,
WordPerfect, Pagemaker and desktop
publishing.
Among the more unusual courses
are "Introduction to the PC for the
Scared and Nervous" and "Introduction the the Macintosh for the WhiteKnuckled."
The courses range in difficulty
from beginning to advanced levels with
prices ranging from $12 to $84 per
class. All courses are open to the public.
For more information, call 6221228.

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.
(PMS: Localize Here)

—By Mark White
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Introducing the Fall 1992 Eastern Progress staff.
Ad Staff
I
Editorial Staff
Darren Boston
Ad Director

Susan Gayle Reed

Tim Blum

Editor

Managing Editor

Age and Hometown: 20 from Campbellsville
Hobbles: Keeping a diary and looking at life
through the eyes of a fish named Boris
Pet Peeves: People who don't buckle up tnefr
children in the car
Favorite Musk Group: The Beatles

Age and Hometown: 24 from
Louisville
Hobbies: Literature, musk and
people
Pet Peeves: Sloppiness
Favorite Musk Group: Red Hot
Chili Peppers, Sting

Ashley Wolfe

Joe Castle

Mark White

Ad Representative

News Editor

Asst News Editor

Age and Hometown: 19 from

Age and Howetown: 21 from
Corbin
Hobbies: Watching movies and
writing
Pet Peeves: Boring Professors
Favorite Musk Group: Beach
Boys

Age and Hometown: 21 from Louisville
Hobbies: Beer, Kappa Alpha Order, sleep.
Free Eats, competing this past summer in
Barcelona, and of course.BEER
Pet Peeves: All the conceited people out
there who need a good slap in the face
(YOU KNOW WHO YOU ARE!!!)
Favorite Musk Group: Metallica (and if
you don't like iL..OH WELL!)

Age and Hometown: 17 from Richmond
Hobbies: Swimming, eating, playing the
piano and cooking
Pet Peeves: People who leave hair on the
bar of soap
Favorite Musk Group: Depeche Mode

Painisville

Hobbies: Playing bass guitar,
swilling beverages
Pet Peeves: Really bad sounding car
stereos, dishonesty, death
Favorite Musk Group: Pantera,
The Police

Brian Bishop

George Roberts

Karyn Tessman

Ad Representative

Copy Editor

Assistant Copy Editor
Age and Hometown:26 from Columbus,
OH
Hobbies: Horseback riding, writing short

Age and Hometown: 22 from Pineville
Hobbies: My Stereo, reading, traveling,
my Macintosh, watching cartoons
Pet Peeves: People who cruise in thejeft
lane on the Interstate
Favorite Musk Group: R.E.M.

Age and Hometown:29 from Sitka, AK
Hobbies: Sports, books, musk, contributing
to the delinquency of minors
Pet Peeves: Warm beer, cold coffee and
Norplant
Favorite Musk Group: Billy Joel A Co.
(prior to musical death, circa 1984)

Kristi Combs

Amy Etmans

Ted Schultz

Ad Representative
Age and Hometown: 20 from
Boonevilk
Hobbies: Horseback riding,
shopping and playing the piano
Pet Peeves: When people think they
are better just because they are older
Favorite Musk Group: Reba
Mclntyre

Jerry
Pennington
Arts and Entertainment Editor
Age and Hometown: 21 from Grayson
Hobbies: Listening to music. Dungeons
and Dragons, playing sports
Pet Peeves: Old, senile, half-blind people
who think they can still drive
Favorite Musk Group: The Doors

stories

Pet Peeves: Smokers, people who lie
Favorite Musk Group: Queen, Heart

Features Editor

Sports Editor

Age and Hometown: 20 from Huber
Heights, OH
Hobbies: Kappa Delta Tau and "dare to be
great situations''
Pet Peeves: Smoking (Yes, I am one of
those non-smokers.)
Favorite Musk Group: Ministry
(Lollapalooza was excellent)

Age and Hometown:21 from
Covington, OH
Hobbies: Competiung in athletic
Pet Peeves: People who smoke in
public
Favorite Musk Group: Def
Lepard, Journey, Guns 'N' Roses

Scott Rohrer

Angie Hatton

Assistant Sports Editor

Age and Hometown: 22 from
Naperville, IL
Hobbies: Playing golf for EKU,
enjoying the outdoors. Phi Delta
Theta fraternity
Pet Peeves: Richmond drivers
Favorite Musk Group: John
Mellancamp

Mike Royer
Graphics
Age and Hometown: 23 from Ludlow
Hobbles: Watching Mr. Rogers and
listening to Bob Marley at the same time
Pet Peeves: Oppressive third world
dictators
Favorite Musk Group: Ministry

activities

Activities Editor
Age and Hometown: 19 from Whitesburg
Hobbies: Bar-hopping, playing euechre,
reading, watching cartoons. Kappa Alpha
Theta
Pet Peeves: Thin people who eat more than
me but remain thin
Favorite Musk Group: TheOoors

Bobbi Jo
Shields
Photo Editor
Age and Hometown: 23 from
Barbourvilte, KY
Hobbies: Photography and running
Pet Peeves: Arrogant peopk
Favorite Musk Group: Book of
Love

Susan Haney

Bo Robertson

Asst. Photo Editor

Staff Artist

Age and Hometown: 17 from
Paintsville
Hobbies: Swimming and
photography
Pet Peeves: Road construction
workers
Favorite Musk Group: Violent
Femmes
\

Age and Hometown: 23 from
Winchester
Hobbies: Art, comic book
collecting, musk
Pet Peeves: Ignorance,
fundamentalists, bad tippers
Favorite Musk Groups: Depeche
Mode. Erasure, Anything you can dance to

We would like to thank Subway located
downtown at tli^ corner 2nd and Water St.
for supplying our staff with sandwiches
during our first week back.

We Deliver

624-924
200 South Second Street
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Amy Etmans
Accent editor

If snot easy
being green
By Amy Etmans
Accent editor

In the beginning, God created freshmen, wild-eyed and eager to fit in. Although they appeared to be lost all the
time. He had faith they would eventually
become a productive part of any community.
As time progressed, they evolved
into the stereotypical greenie complete
with a pen pocket protector in tow. He
often pondered how to break them of the
mold.
But don't worry, impressionable
young minds, your Garden of Eden has
been found.
Welcome to 1992. The age of change.
The age of the youth.
And welcome to Eastern Kentucky
University, the campus beautiful. Take
note of the scenery, young additions to

u

the academic community, because it will
be your home for the next four years.
You need to leave behind your Pooh
Bear, it's time to give it back to Mom.
And leave behind your parents; it's time
to start a new life of your own.
Let's talk about sex.
Many of you are sexually active. Do
you always wear a condom or make your
partner wear condom when having sex?
In the age of AIDS and other sexually
transmitted diseases, you should never
have unprotected sex. What if a friend offers you a hit off his
crack pipe or a line of cocaine? Isn't
doing drugs like bungee jumping off the
New River Gorge Bridge in West Virginia with a faulty rope?

AIDS and drugs aren't the only issues thus, begin to understand yourself.
you face today; the path of college will ,. Some friends you meet at college will
take you down many other avenues. Just become your friends for life. There are
remember one thing: you are an impor- so many interesting people out in the
tant pan of this campus. You bring fresh world, go out and meet them. Stereoideas and fresh perspectives. Don't for- types only hinder making friends. Some
get to use them or voice them. After all, may appear to be nerds, headbangers or
this is a place to learn and grow.
snobs, but they are just like you. They arc
Familiarize yourself with your new students too, with the same common
home. Get to know what
goal:
getting
buildings comprise the
through the next
campus. This will help
four years.
you avoid falling prey
Isn't education
to upperclassmen who
the main reason you
tell you the Memorial
are here? It's great
Science Building is two
to go downtown
miles west on the Eastwith your friends on
em By Pass or somethe weekends, but
where near the stadium.
come Monday, it's
Do you know where
back to basics.
the Daniel Boone statue
Classes will beis? What are the school
come harder as the
colors? And what about
years progress, but
classes? Has anydon' t let it stress you
one explained the
out. And when
different Fridays?
things seem bad,
In time, the dust
there is always
will settle and the
someone to talk to.
reasoning behind it
The Ellcndalc Hall
will become clear.
Counseling Center
Do not fret,
is staffed with permy pet, over the
sonnel trained and
computer error in
willing to listen.
the Financial aid
And don't be afraid
office during the
to talk to your prosummer, all is well JSV
fessors or instruconce again.
tors. They are more
The add -droplinc only appears than happy to help you.
never-ending The Jones/Coates
"Carpe Diem, lads! Seize the day.
building only appears to be five Make your lives extraordinary!" Robin
miles across campus. The cafeteria Williams character, Professor John
food only appears to be moving.
Keating, told his students in Dead Poets'
Have any other college horror Society.
stories invaded your cars? Like the
Indeed, seize the day. Today is the
notion that all residence hall roommates day. Find your niche. Then the rest of
are natives of Mars? Relax. Not even an your life will fall into place. Sit back,
Ohio Buckeye hails from another planet. relax and enjoy the ride.
The key to success at Eastern deTake pride in becoming a Colonel.
pends solely on how involved you be- After all, Lee Majors, better known as
come in campus life. That is, after you the Six Million Dollar Man and the Fall
figure out where you can park on cam- Guy, is a Colonel alumnus.
pus.
Above all, don't forget everyone at
There are more than 160 student or- this university was once a freshman.
ganizations to join ranging from reli- Yes, even university president Hanly
gious affiliations, student government, Funderburk once felt the same way you
academic groups, fraternities, sororities do today.
and other social outlets who cater to your
Good luck, fearless students, as you
individual needs.
pave your way into history and into our
Become involved in the new world lives.
around you. And by understanding the
Just don't forget which Friday it is
background of people you encounter you next week.

Photo Illustrations
by BO ROBERTSON
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Progress photos by BQBB1 }Q SHIELDS

What is the main thing you hope to accomplish
your first year in college?
Inside
■ New alternative
club will leave
you purring for
more. Bubbles
Cat Club, opens
this weekend, B3.
■ Giddy-up,
Cowpoke. Head
on down to the
Richmond Rodeo
this weekend, B4.
B Football team
again picked to
win conference
title, B6.

To get acquainted with
trie campus
and to get the
feel of college
life. I would
like my GPA to
be at least 3.0/
,
Nicole Poole, 18, computer
technology major from Louisville

'I just want to
be successful
in my studies
and to relax a
lot.'

'I would like to
succeed academically. I'm
just looking
forward to a
good year.'
/
Paul Robinson, 17, law enforcement
major from Lexington

'I want to keep
my grades up.'

Next week
■ Relive the Battle
of Richmond.

Jesse Adkinson, 18, law enforcement
major from Millersburg

V.

Staccy Raley, 17, education major
from Englewood, Ohio
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Where to go
for the most
entertainment
By Jerry Pennington
Arts editor

Bored yet?
If so, then you have not looked
around at the variety of events the campus and the town have to offer.
No mailer what your interests are,
Richmond has something for you.
The following is a guide to the Arts
and Entertainment that the area has to
offer.

□ Theater
Located on the ground floor of the
Campbell building is the Gifford Theatre, where Eastern's theater department will stage two productions this
semester.
"Quilters,"« musical celebration of
pioneer life by Molly Newman and Barbara Damashek will be performed Oct.
8-10.
The musical deals with women of
the frontiers who do their communication through quilting.
This is our contribution to the bicentennial year," said Homer Tracy,
assistant professor of speech and theater
arts.
In November, John Steinbeck'sclassic "Of Mice and Men" will be performed.
December 7-8, the Gifford Theatre
win be hosting a Christmas Concert in
Song and Dance.
Auditions for "Quil ters" will be held
Thursday, Aug. 27 at 7 p.m. and Friday,
Aug. 28,4-6 p.m in Campbell 137.
Roles for seven women are avail-

able, and those interested should bring
All shows will be in the Giles
one ballad and one up tempo song. Gallery and are free and open to the
People across the campus and public.
community are welcome to audition,
and those wishing to audition should
□ Live Entertainment
bring their own accompaniment
If popular musk is more your style,
downtown Richmond has several
□ Music
places that offer a variety of live bands.
Brock Auditorium, which is
Phone 3 Lounge, located on First
housed in the Coates Administration Street, thrashes with a weekly heavy
Building, hosts a variety of concert metal band. Most of the bands play a
performances throughout the year.
hodgepodge of cover tunes, but also
Concerts include a faculty trum- blend in original material.
pet recital on Sept 10, guest singer
The bands usually play WednesHeather McCormick Oct. 11 and the day through Saturday night with perUniversity Singers and Concert Choir formances beginning at 8 p.m.
Oct. 20.
Also on First Street is The Sands,
Performances planned for later in which has a mix of entertainment
the year include the High School Hon- through the week.
ors Choir, the University Orchestra
Early in the week. The Sands has
Concert, the Faculty Brass Quintet the music of Jim Cable, who plays a
and the University Wind and Percus- potpourri of musical styles. Wednession Ensemble.
day night is open mike night, where
the normal patron may take center
stage.
□ Art
Various bands perform Thursday
Painter Dennis Drummond and
sculptor William Kolok will bring through Saturday, with the cover
their talents to the Giles Art Gallery charge varying depending on the band.
If you prefer comedy to music,
located in the Campbell Building Aug.
O'Riley's on Main Street is the place
31-Sept. 25.
Both of the artists will present a you need to be on Monday nights.
slide lecture on their work aw. 7:30 Every Monday, the Comedy Caravan
rolls into town, featuring three differp.m., Aug. 31 in Campbell 239.
Drummond is a professor at Co- ent acts. Cover charge is $3.
lumbus College of An and Design,
□ Movies
and will bring his still life exhibition.
Kolok is chairman of the DepartSave those pennies, because 100
ment of Communication and Fine Arts of them will get you into a movie.
at Kentucky Wesleyan College, and Both the Campus Cinemas and the
will be displaying some of his sculp- Towne Cinema have second run movtures.
ies for only a buck.
In late September and early OctoThe Campus Cinemas, located beber, the Art department will be bring- hind the University Plaza is currently
ing Indian potters from the Amazon showing "Prelude to a Kiss" and "Bato do a demonstration of their art at sic Instinct." The Towne Cinema, loseveral schools in the area, including cated on the corner of Main and Third
a demonstration here on campus.
Street, is now showing "Pinnochio"

and "Class Act."

The Buccaneer Drive-In Theater
is just outside of town on Lexington
Road.
Shows play on Friday and Saturday night and admission is $3 per
person.
If you want to catch the latest
movies, the Richmond Mall Cinemas
8 usually has them.
' ''
Admission prices for adults are
$5 for shows after 6 p.m., and S3 for
shows before 6 p.m.
For a small college town, Richmond has a lot to offer. But if you still
can't find anything to your liking,
Lexington is only 23 miles north!

Progms photos by BOBBl JO SHIELDS

Top Lett: Comedy act Dennis and Eddie perform during
Comedy Caravan at O'Riley's. Bottom Left: A still life painting
by Dennis Drummond. Drummond will bring his still life display
to the Giles Art Gallery Aug. 31. Above: Johnny Vee, lead singer
of the band Onyx performes at Phone 3 Lounge.

SHOP AND SAVE MARKET

Taylor's Sporting Goods

—19 Years of Business—

come Back EKU
See us for ALL of your softball supplies:
Bats-Balls-Shoes-Letterina.etc.
College Park Center Hours: 9-7 p.m. 623-9517 Open
We accept Visa and Mastercard

Jerry Pennington, editor

"RTT

Dr. Marion Roberts

825 East Main Street
Richmond, \&f W475
623-44243
Offering a variety of fresh fruits and vegetables
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Optometrist
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National Eye Research Foundation
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205 1/2 Geri Lane
Richmond
MEDICAL CARDS WELCOME
CREDIT APPROVAL
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•
Wed. & Sat. 8 a.m. to Noon
Member of the Kentucky Optometric Association
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Grand Opening Tonight
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(Above Bottles)
Michelob, Michelob Light, and Michelob Dry
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Bubbles offers
alternative aura
By Jerry Pennington
Arts editor

If you're tired of the same
mindless dance music most downtown bars play night after night.
Bubbles Cat Club has an alternative atmosphere to offer.
The new club, located on
South Second Street, plans to bring
in a broad selection of live entertainment
"We will have college rock
and hard rock," said owner Paul
Ramsey. "Occasionally we'll
bring in some blues and jazz. We' 11
have some raggae occasionally,
and maybe even a couple times a
year we'll have some rap."
Bubbles will have live bands
in Wednesday through Saturday,
with a different group every night.
"That's why I think it will
work," Ramsey said. "Because
I'm going to do such a variety of
music."
The club with open Friday
night with Lexington funk band
10 Foot Pole, followed by the
acoustic duo of Yarbles on Saturday.
Bom Cross-eyed, a Grateful
Dead cover band, will be in Aug.
26, followed by Blueberries Aug.
27.
Lexington natives Black Cat
Bone, who recently released their
new album "Truth" under the
Chameleon/ Elektra record label,
will perform the following Saturday, Aug. 29.
God's Favorite Band, who received three stars in toe Aug. 20
edition of Rolling Stone, will be
performing Sept 10.
"We're going to try to do
mostly college rock on Thursday,
a different style on Friday and try
to put the hard rock on Saturday,"

' 2130 Harper Square
. Richmond, KY 40475

Ramsey said.
"I want most of my bands to be
original," Ramsey said. "We're
going to stay away from cover r
bands, unless they're a specific
style like the Grateful Dead cover
band."
Cover charge will vary, depending on how big a band is
playing, it should average around
$3 with an additional $ 1 for people
under 21.
Like all the other bars in Richmond, Bubbles is faced with the
Alcoholic Beverage Control bill to
raise the entrance age to 21. .
"As long as the legal drinking
age is 21, I've got no problems
with keeping the kids from drinking," Ramsey said. "The majority
of kids that I'm going to get that
are 18,19 or 20-year-olds are going to come in here to see the
bands. I think they should look at
that when they're doing the regulation. •{
"There are to be no kids underage drinking in my bar," Ramsey
said.
Bubbles will be serving only
beer, but will have quite a selection to choose from.
The club will have at least 20
or 25 different styles of bottled
beer.
Tuesday night is going to be
new music night at Bubbles. "For
example, the new R.E.M. record
comes out this fall, you'll hear it
here first," Ramsey said. "You'll
hear all the new stuff here first"
Also, they are going to allow
the customers to be a little more
free with getting into their music.
"We're going to allow kids to
mosh if they want to," Ramsey
said. "I've got no problem with
slam dancing, as long as they don't
throw fists."

Movie review

DePalma disappointing
with 'Raising Cain'
By George Roberts
Copy editor

Horror/schlock/sex king Brian De
Palma has surely left limp a legion of
panting purveyors with his latest film
effort (or lack thereof). "Raising
Cain."
>
"Cain," written and directed by
De Palma, tantalizes his audience with
the promise of another guilty pleasure
of the ilk we enjoyed so immensely
via "Carrie," "Dressed to Kill," and
"Body Double." Unfortunately, he
delivers an uninspiring tale so convoluted and confusing that Lolita
Davidovich (Jenny) must tie it up
with a neat piece of narrative at the
end.
The premise and subsequent
promise of "Cain" revolves around
Dr. Carter Nix and his darker side.
Actually, his darker sides.
Nix (John Lithgow) is a child psychologist whose behavior becomes
increasingly obsessive regarding the
raising of his and Jenny's two-yearold daughter, Amy (Amanda Pom bo).
Much too late in the movie for it to
matter, we discover Nix has himself
been the victim of over-zealous child
rearing at the hand of his own kiddieshrink father.
The result is an adult who suffers
from multiple personalities, none of
whom you would want for a father (or
mother, depending on his psychotic
state).
Though De Palma's audience has
always given him incredible leeway
to mesh fantasy, reality, men in dresses
and women in underwear or less, he
takes advantage of their generosity to
the point of indulgence in "Cain." The
masterful suspense work and wry
humor of "Body Double" are wholly
absent here.
One of De Palma's most endear-

CRAZY SHIRLEY'S
TANGLES

| Bring this ad in tor 15% oft any
• service or eat of new nails.

r
ask for: DON, WANDA,

Call
624-1273
624-1676

LYNN OR KAREN

OFFER EXPIRES 9-10-92

ing qualities as a filmmaker has been
his ability and willingness to thumb
his nose through parody at the movie
establishment and its sacred cows such
as Alfred Hitchcock, pardon the pun.
This time, however, De Palma
neglects or refuses to even remotely
play fair with a flick. We never know
if die events unfolding before our eyes,
including kidnapping of children,
murders, appearance of various characters and events or the obligatory sex
moments are real or imagined. By the
end of the movie, this reviewer didn't
care. What's worse is that De Palma
steals scenes and storylines from "Silence of the Lambs," "Psycho" and
"Sybil" as though they were his own
and plays them straight foregoing the
signature parodies long his trademark.
The most shameless thefts include
a famous "Psycho" vignette where
Nix murders a woman (again, real or
imagined, take your pick) and dumps
the body, entombed in a car, in a local
lake.
Though "Cain" is primarily a oneman show, Steven Bauer (Jack) and
Frances Siernhagen (Dr. Waldheim)
also waste their time in this ugly exercise, in addition to Davidovich. Jack
serves as Jenny's extra-marital lust
interest and fall-guy for Carter Nix's
murderous schemes, while Waldheim
fills the stereotypical role of German
psychologist who unlocks the door to
Nix's diseased mind, long after that
mutant pony has left the bam.
Mel Harris (Sarah) also serves a
short sentence as an oversexed female
friend of Jenny's, though she does
nothing on camera but talk a bit dirty.
For first time De Palma viewers,
"Raising Cain" may be a tolerable
diversion. Hardened veterans, though,
will likely choke on this one or spit it
out rather than digest it

photo courtesy of UNIVERSAL PICTURES

John LNhgow plays a child psychologist who suffers from split
personalities In Brian DePalma's "Raising Cain."
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Far left, Nadlne Hale Jerks
her horse around to go after
a straying calf In the
Shotgun competition at
Lou-ron stables. Above,
Chris Neeley,12, rides his
horse, Chi Chi, In the potato
race. The object Is to pick
up potatoes from barrels
placed around the arena
and throw them Into a
bucket. Left, Paula Bowman
competes In the shotgun.
Her daughter and husband
also ride In the rodeo.

Progrtss photos fcy BOBB1 JO SHIELDS

The word "rodeo"
weather-beaten, di
dry flat Texas land
tumblcwccd lying around
There is a rodeo, however, much
closer to Richmond than the Lone
Star state. In fact, it's only about a
mile and half from Eastern's
campus.
Lou-ron Stables, owned and
operated by Ron Baker of
Richmond, has been hosting rodeo
competitions for the past two years.
Competitors come from all over
Kentucky along with some from
Tennessee and Indiana to compete
in the bigger competition classes at
Lou-ron.
At these shows, 60 percent of the
day's intake is distributed among
the winners. Baker said as much as
$400 may be awarded to the
winners in one day of competition.
Wednesday nights are free to the
public and feature cattle roping.
The show starts at 7.
Saturday nights at 7, horse riding
events are held. One example is the
barrel race where riders are timed
circling barrels in a formation and
rated on their performance.
On Sunday, the cattle classes are
held. The most popular cattle class
event is called shotgun.
In the shotgun, a herd of about
10 cows which are all numbered is
standing to one side of the arena.
The rider is given a number and he
must drive the cow with his number
away from the herd and into a pen
at the opposite end of the arena.

Keeneland Wash
&Dry
WBQ-iSOBflE
155 South Keeneland Dr.
Richmond, KY 40475

I.0C.U.

The three-person version of this
event is called team penning.
'Team penning is the fastest
growing equestrian sport in the
nation," Baker said.
Another event is for cutting
horses. Baker said cutting horses
are supposed to cut one cow away
from the herd and then stay with it
"like a dog, right in its face, like its
"mirroring the steer." He called this
"dancing the steer."
People of all ages go to Louron
on weekends to compete for
trophies and money.
"It's a good family sport," said
Brooke Bowman, 11, who competes
along with her mother, Paula, and
her father. Chuck Brooke rides in
competitions such as the egg and
spoon race where she balances an
egg in a spoon while riding.
The egg and spoon race is part of
"Sunday fun day" activities when
all age groups enter and no serious
prize money is given.
James Gabbarb is the local man
to beat at the Lou-ron rodeo. .He '
took first place in four events last
Sunday. "If you've got a good horse
and you're able to ride it, it's pretty
easy." Gabbarb said.
Spectators sit on hoods of cars,
in the backs of pickup trucks or on
the bleachers shouting and urging
on their favorite riders. An intercom
system is used for announcing and
for playing country music.
Horses are leased at Lou-ron for
$100 a month.
The stable boards horses for four
Eastern students. Members of the
Equestrian Club / Rodeo team also
show in events at Lou-ron.

Highlander
Laundry
207 Geri Lane
Richmond, KY 40475

623-1146

623-9887

Lounge and Study Areas
Centrally Air Conditioned
Dry Cleaning Service
Wash & Fold Service
In Laundromat Same Day Service

$1.00 Single Loader
$1.50 Double Loader
$2.25 Triple Loader

Arcade Games
Cable TV in Lounge
Coin Operated Self-Serve
Laundromat
Tanning Salon

Tanning Specials

r

McCoy's family tfair Cart
155 S. Keeneland Drive, Unit C
Richmond, Kentucky 40475
624-2126

%
REGULAR MEN'S CUT
SHAMPOO ft CUT
RAZOR CUT
FLATTOP

$6.00
$9.00
$6.00
$6.00

SHAMPOO, CUT A
$15.00
STYLE
WET CUT-SHAMPOO A $10.00
CUT
PERM SPECIAL
• $29.05
DESIGNER WRAP AND
EXTRA LENGTH
FRANCIS HOWARD
HAIR DESIGNER
MON TUES THURS FRI & SAT

Maaa
$2995
I
| APPOINTMENT NEEDED
pNE COUPON PER PERISOrl
EXPIRES 10-1-92

r
i

I
I
I
I

r

?J.oo
12.50
$25.95
$30.00

i
i
i
i

$39.95

Appointments Available
Walk-Ins Welcome

$2.00 OFF

n

TANNING
PACKAGE
WITH THIS COUPON

i
i
i
i

Betty Lou Prewitt
Barbara Bradley
\ Jean Roe

TERRI MCOUIRE
HAIR DESIGNER
TUESDAY-SATURDAY

WELCOME BACK
STUDENTS

Single Visit
5 Visits
12 Visits
IS Visits
20 Visits

Look! tyw Owners!

OWNER/OPERATOR
WENDELL MCCOY
BARBER STYLIST

APPOINTMENTS AVAILABLE
WALK-INS WELCOME

!™ BACK™6~SCHOOL "]
PERM SPECIAL

8

1
I
i
i DETERGENT I
i WITH THIS COUPON I
USING OUR I
i WHEN
WASHERS
L,
J
FREE

$1.00 OFF
BARBER-STYLIST
SERVICES
ONE COUPON PER
PERSON
EXPIRES 10-1-92

Our stylists:
Larry Embs, Linda Mize, Edna Storms,
Carolyn Hensley, Stephanie Griffey and
Shirley Oliver.

T453 Shoppers

$7.00
Hair

YES!
You can subscribe

and

More.

624-8742

WELCOME BACK EKU
Visit Us at HAMM'S BP

to

The Eastern Progress.
Call 622-1872
for information.

Nails

Village
next to Super 1

Walk-Ins Welcome

fi"i\

480 Eastern By-Pass
623-0604
We accept student checks! Credit cards welcome.
Visa, Mastercard, Discover, BP, BP Sohio, BP Boron,
BP Gulf.
Call us for your towing and roadservice needs-24 hours a day.

I
I

Bring in this coupon and receive a small ,
Slush Puppie FREE!
Gas purchase of $8.00 or more
required.
I

^
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Rowdy little brothers still remembered
1 grew up in » small town
Whiiesburg, Ky. - so it's not
surprising that the whole town
knew my three younger brothers.
I'm convinced, though, that even if
my family lived in a large
metropolis, my brothers would
have made an impact
Being the oldest, I was in charge
of them a lot while my mom was
out running errands or just taking
an hour's vacation from the
constant chaos that has always
surrounded my brothers. I had two
jobs while Mom was out. I had to
keep my brothers from killing each
other and keep the house from
crumbling to the ground. This
meant I was never to let them out
of my sight.
On one occasion when I had
been distracted from my sisterly

I

J

\20\ 21\ 22

2* 24\ 25J 26]

|

It's all
relative
duties by a phone call, I returned
to a terrible sight Jamie, then
about 13, and the youngest, Joe, 7,
were pinning my middle brother
Jonathan, 10, to the floor and
beating him about the face and
chest with back-hand slaps and
punches. I was rushing across the
living room to rescue himjwhen I
realized he was not struggling to
get away or crying out in agony.
He was saying over and over, "No

UPCOMING

CAMPUS
J

Angle
Hatton

|

CALENDAR

3 p.m. Combs 430 Meeting for
anyone intended in playing women'!
rugby. For more information call
Jeanna A.S.A.P. 623 8892
7:30 p.m. In the back yard of the
United Methodist Center. Free concert
featuring the band "Perhaps
ToBBorrow." Everyone it welcome.
6 p.m. Show Choir Auditions.
Campbell Room 137. Auditions will
also be held Aug. 21 at 3:30 pjn. and
Aug. 23 at 6 pjn.

Aug. 21 - The United Methodist
Center. A Gutter Party featuring games
and a gutter full of ice cream. This will
be free of charge and open to everyone.
The fun starts at 7 pjn.
Aug. 22 - The United Methodist
Center. Movie night. The first show
starts at 8 pjn. Free and open to
everyone.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
The ROTC Fall Awards and
Recognition picnic will be held at 3:30
pjn., Thursday, Sept 3 at the Mule
Bam. Selectedcadeuwill.be
recognized for achievements. The
picnic is open to all military science

pain. No pain." They were
toughening each other up! Each in
turn would lie on the floor while
the other two beat him to increase
his tolerance for pain. This way
they would be good fighters and be
better at football, they told me.
My brothers were well known
for their antics. Once Jamie's
girlfriend, Valerie, was at our
house and the two younger
brothers were showing off and
trying to impress her with every
gross thing they could do. Jamie
eventually had had enough of them
so he locked the boys out of his
room. After trying in vain to break
down the door, they left Jamie
thought he had gotten rid of them,
but then, Valerie let out a bloodcurdling scream. Jamie looked up
to see two white little butts
plastered against the skylight in

"Faces in the crowd' spotlights people who volunteer their time to
help others. If you know someone who should appear here, call Angie
Hatton at 622-1872 or write her at 117 Donovan Annex.

his ceiling. We still don't know how
they got up there.
I complained about my brothers a
lot in my teenage years. They drove
me crazy embarrassing me in front of
my friends. Maybe I was just jealous
because they were more popular with
all the kids my age than I was.
When I left them and came to
college, I missed them terribly. I still
do. Not only did they keep me
entertained, but they taught me an
important lesson. My brothers taught
me how to behave in polite society.
When I'm at a fancy occasion or just
out in public, I simply do exactly the
opposite of what any of my brothers
would do in the given situation.
I still miss their incredibly
functional voice boxes and I find that
I'm sad to see that everyday they're
growing up into more and more
respectable little men.

Acllvltles:served on the
track committee for the
Kentucky Special Olympics
for the past four years
Age: 33
Hometown: Kingsport,
Tenn.

r^S

Occupation: Area Coordinator for Mattox, Keene,
and O'Donnell
Wife: Cheryl, married two
years and five months

pjn.

The Cooperative Education office
has moved to 228 Beckham Hall. Enter
through the back courtyard. It's the first
door on the right

Wanted:

$159.00

Part-time music director
Local Southern Baptist Church
(in city limits)
Looking for bright and enthusiastic
person to lead music.
If interested call:

Complete Line of New and Used Furniture
10% Discount With Student ID

623-7560
422 North Second Street

624-2540 or 624-9646

FREE CHIPS
ON SALSA BAR
(WHERE AVAILABLE)
59<
59<
59(
59<
79<
79<
89(
89C

HEfTACO
SOFT TACO
KAN TACO
BEAN IURRIT0
TAC0 DELUXE
CRUST0S
IEANTOSTAPA
BEEFTOSTADA
RICE
BEEF ENCHILADA

99C

TACO
SALAD
I (Bill. CHICKEN OBCHIlll |

!
I

623-3651

I

112 ST. GEORGE ST •
ACROSS FROM RECORDSMITH

Ff^.pvi|.;v.,,,..;,;:if;,

Box Springs and Mattress

$279.00

GUYS CUTS
$9r
GIRLSWETCUT
$9
GIRLS CUT & STYLE $13

Pet Peeve: racism

—.

Includes Free Hollywood Frames
New Sofas and Chairs

WELCOME BACK
STUDENTS -^

Goals: He wants to take
administrative positions with
the university, something like
housing director.

Face Facts:
Wagner first got interested in volunteer work and charities
through his parents and church.
He worked with a cerebral palsy&hool when he was in
college at the University of North Carolina at Greensboro.
After college, he worked as a cameraman and videotape editor
for five years and then came to Eastern for his master's
degree.
He became interested in the Special Olympics because
he ran track in high school and because of his mentally
handicapped brother-in-law. He said working with the Special
Olympics gives him a "good warm feeling."
It's a very emotional thing," Wagner said. If you work
this event and you're not touched, there's something wrong
with you." He said he likes to help people who haven't had the
opportunities that he has had to give them a feeling of worth.

The Furniture Store

Advertise your rush or
fundraising events in
The Eastern Progress
to reach the
student body!

Marty Wagner hopes to see
more student volunteers.

Most Admired: His
brother-in-law, Gary, who
is mentally handicapped.
Gary works and buys gifts
with his paychecks. At
Christmas he wears a
Santa hat and gives out
presents.

Volunteer Jobs Available for
students who live in or are willing to
drive to Clark, Estill. or Powell County.
Kentucky River Foothills after school
piugiam needs college undents one or
two afternoons a week to plan and take
part in fieldtrip*. am and crafts, sports.
and other activities for elementary
students. This project is ideal for credit
for required volunteer time or to get
experience for majors such as physical
education, recreation, social work, or
teaching. Other volunteer jobs are
available in Cl ark. Estill, Garrard,
Jackson, Madison. Powell and
Rockcaatle counties. The Volunteer
Center, 110 S. Collins St, is open
Monday through Friday, 8 a.m. to 4:30

students freshmen to seniors. Free food
and volleyball an planned. See Military
Science instructors for transportation
and more details.
Tutors needed in the areas of
English, mathematics, sciences,
business, law enforcement, study skills,
and all other areas, evenings up to a
maximum of eight hours per week.
College work study or institutional.
Must have an overall OPA of 2.80 or
above. For more information and an
application, go to Keith Room 10 by
Aug. 24.
Study table ntoattors needed: Up to
10 hours a week, evenings and possibly
some daytime hours. College work
study only. For more information and
applications go to Keith 10 by Aug. 24.
The United Methodist Center,
located at the corner of Kit Carson and
University Drive, announces Sunday
school suiting at 9:30 ajn.

Hev Greeks

FACES IN THE CROWD

$2-99

CHEESE ENCHILADA
CHICKEN ENCHILADA
CHICKEN 50FTTAC0
CHEESE DIP
TACO BURGER
BEEF 4 BEAN BURRITO
SANCHO
REFRIED BEANS
TEXAS TACO
BEEF BURRITO

.MEXICAN, u.
i PLATTERS,

OQ«.

|
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SI 09
5119
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SI 39
SI 39

ALL DRINKS
69<
IN DRIVE-THRU

4^aam
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NACH0 DELUXE FOR ONE
SALSA BAR TO CO
CHILI WITH CHEESE
CHILI BURRITO
SUPER BURRITO
SUPER SANCHO
TACOMEXI-MEAl
ENCHILADA MEXI-MEAL
TACOBURCERMEXI-MEAL
NACH0 BURRITO MEXI-MEAL

I

TEXAS BURRITO
CHILI TEXAS BURRITO
SUPER NACH0S
BEEF TACO SALAD
CHILI TACO SALAD
CHICKEN TACO SALAD
TACO PLATTER
SANCHO PLATTER
BURRITO PUTTER
ENCHILADA PUTTER
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:
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511 EASTERN BYPASS 624-2839

Richmond Church Directory
"The People's Church"
Eastside Bethel Baptist Church
> 1675 E. Main Street
Richmond, KY 40475
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship 7:00 p.m.
Discipleship Training 7:00 p.m.
Wed. Night 7:00

If you would like to have
your church of religious
organization listed in this
space, call Darren at 622-1872

Virgle R. Grant, Pastor
Pettc Kendrick, Youth Minister
Office: 624-9646
Home: 624-2540

Corner of Kit Canton and University Drive
Welcomes you to:

Mark Glrard,
Minister

United Apostolic
Lighthouse
Church

10QO
6:00
7:30
7:30

a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
pm.

*Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
'Thursday At Wesley 6-8 p.m.
(Meal, Bible Study, Devotions
'Discipleship Groups
•Fellowship

Everyone
Welcome
623-6*46

•■

White Oak Pond Church
Drop in sometime!

Sunday School
Sunday EvanaaUatlc
TuaaSay Youth Barvtoa
Tnunjotoy Bail* Study

The United Methodist Campus Center
(Wesley Foundation)

Conquerors
Through
Christ
fc.~...~t.v

tj..ivSTiTT

Wednesday Nights, 8:30 p.m.
Conference Rm. E
Powell Building

Established 1790
Church School 9:45 a.m.
Worship 11:00 a.m.
Nursery for al meetings and services
3/4 Mite Wast of 1-75
Comar of Barnes MM Rd. and Goggine Ln.
1238 Barnes' MiM Rd.

623-6515
The Reverend Doctor Russell R.
Rechenbach, II

~\

I
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— *Z Ted Schultz
Life in the
fast lane

Olympians
win, lose
more than
medals
The 1992 Summer Olympics are
over and it is time to reflect on the
games with a critique of some of the
performances of U.S. athletes. But
rather that offering numerous categories, the contestants have been shuffled
into two: winners and losers.
These categories do not reflect the
actual performance of the athletes.
Instead, they reflect the way the
athletes went about winning or losing.
Winner: Magic Johnson
The class act showed the world just
how classy he is in Barcelona. Despite
testing HIV-positive nine months
earlier, Johnson was always smiling,
signing autographs, chatting with fans,
teammates and players from other
countries. And he played like he hasn't
missed a beat since retiring last fall.
Loser: Charles Barkley
It wasn't so much his mouth or oncourt antics. After all, Sir Charles will
be Sir Charles. It was his complaining
about getting back to the U.S. the day
before the semifinal against Lithuania.
Winner: Gail Devera
Came back from Grave's Disease
to win the 100-meter dash and lead
100 hurdles until stumbling over the
last hurdle. For an athlete who nearly
had to have her feet amputated less
than a year ago, the appearance, not to
mention the gold, may have been the
most courageous in this year's games.
Loser: Gwen Torrence
Victories in the 200,4x100 and
4x400 relays were overshadowed by
her fourth-place finish in 100, and
subsequent inference that the women
who beat her used performanceenhancing drugs. She had numerous
chances to retract her statements, but
refused to clear anyone (including
Devers) from her accusations.
Winner: Trent Dimas, Shannon
Miler
Dimas, who nearly suffered a
career-ending neck injury less than a
year ago, stunned the world by
capturing the gold on the high bar in
gymnastics. Miller showed remarkable
poise for a 15-year old in winning the
silver in the all-around competition.
Loser: Kim Zmeskal
The 16-year-old came in as the
favorite for the all-around title, but
choked like few elite gymnasts have.
First, she fell off the beam in the team
competition, costing the U.S. a shot at
trie gold. Then during the individual
all-around, she stepped out of bounds
on her floor routine, costing herself a
shot at international fame.
Winner: Oscar De la Hoya
The boxer f uffilled a promise he
made to his dying mother by winning
the gold in the 112-pound weight class.
Loser: Larry Donald
The fighter ran around Barcelona
offering rhymes about himself to
anyone who would listen. Donald's
rhyme tost all reason when he was
eliminated before winning a medal.
Winner: Jennifer Capriati, Gigi
Fernandez, Mary Jo Fernandez
Capriati (singles) and the pair of
Fernandez' (doubles) brought home
the first ever women's tennis golds.
Loser: Jim Courier, Pete Sampras,
Michael Chang
No medals. Trio played as if they'd
rather be back in the states, a feeling
made prevalant when Sampras said the
Olympic toumamnent wasn't on the
same level as the Grand Slams.
Winner: Carl Lewis, Mike Marsh,
Quincy Watts
Lewis showed 32 wasn't too old by
winning the long jump and anchoring
the 4x100 team to a world record.
Young phenoms Marsh and Watts set
Olympic records in the 200 and 400.
Loser: Steve Lewis, Danny Everett
The sprinters chastised coach Mel
Rosen, calling him a liar and "unprofessional" for selection of 4x400 team,
which later set world record.
Winner: men's, women's swimmers
An outstanding week of swimming. Pablo Morales, Man Biondi,
Janet Evans and the gang dominated
the sport from start to finish.
Loser: men's volleyball, women's
basketball teams
Both teams had, by far, the most
talent of any team in the games,
were even called by some
ever." But neither team clicked, and
each came home with, only a bronze.

Ted Schultz, editor

Eastern sweeps postseason awards
By Ted Schultz

1991-92 OVC All-Sports Standings

Sports editor
For the first time since the 1984-85 season,
the same school has captured both Ohio Valley
Conference All-Sports trophies.
As they did seven years earlier. Eastern
Kentucky won the men's and women's AllSports trophies for the 1991-92 season. The
title was seventh for the men and the first since
they snared the honor with Murray State in
1988-89. The women won their third overall
and first since 1984-85.
"This is a great honor for our overall athletic program and our university,'' athletic director and football coach Roy Kidd said. "We
appreciate the support we have had throughout
the administration from top to bottom in running our program."
Eastern outscored Middle Tennessee 8275 in the men's race, while Southeast Missouri
nipped Murray 59-58 for third. Eastern ran
away with the women's tide, totaling 86 points.
MTSU edged Murray 74-73 for second.

Men
1. Eastern Kentucky
2. Middle Tennessee
3. Southeast Missouri
4. Murray State
5. Austin Peay
6. Tennessee Tech
7. Morehead State
8. Tennessee State

82
75
59
58
53
50
47
17

Point values are awarded based on a team's
place in each of the six competitive OVC
sports. Points are awarded seperately for the
regular season and conference tournament in
basketball.
The men won OVC titles in football, cross
country and golf. They also finished second in
basketball (regular season and tournament),
fourth in baseball and fifth in tennis.

Women

1. Eastern Kentucky
2. Middle Tennessee
3. Murray State
4.Southeast Missouri
5. Tennessee Tech
6. Morehead State
7. Austin Peay
8. Tennessee State

86
74
73
64
41
38
37
26

The women won an outright OVC title in
cross country and tied for championships in
volleyball and outdoor track. They also finished second in basketball (regular season and
tournament) and third in indoor track and
tennis.
"To me, it reflects on the great job that all
the coaches did," Kidd said. "I think with as
many other responsibilities that our coaching

staff has, I think that's really something to
think that we won the All - Sports trophies. It's
just a great job by the different coaches."
In addition to the All-Sports awards. Eastem captured the OVC Adadcmic Achievement banner for the third year in a row.
"That is also quite an honor," Kidd said.
"If we're going to win the All-Sports trophy,
then we might as well win the academic award

too."

Upon completion of the fall 1991 semester
fall. Eastern had acheived its highest cumulative grade point averages in three men's and
five women's sports and had the most studentathletes on the Dean's List in school history.
The men's semester and women's cumulative
GPA's were the highest ever at Eastern.
"You've got to give (athletic/academic
counselor) Joan Hopkins a lot of credit for the
job she does," Kidd said. "We're trying to get
these kids to go to class and do the work,
graduate and win championships. The key is
not just winning an award, but hoping our kids
graduate."

OHIO VALLEY
CONFERENCE
Preseason Polls
CP9Ches/SIP's
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Eastern Kentucky (10)... 138
Middle Tennessee (8) ....136
Morehead State
89
Austin Peay
84
Tennessee State
81

6. Tennessee Tech

67

7. Southeast Missouri
8. Tennessee-Martin
9. Murray State r.

65
41
28

Media
1. Middle Tennessee (15).. 159
2. Eastern Kentucky (3)
146
3. Morehead State
98
4. Tennessee Tech
94
5. Austin Peay
88
6. Tennessee State
87
7. Southeast Missouri
49
8. Tennessee-Martin
45
9. Murray State
44
Note: Points are based on ballotting by th»
nine conference coaches and sports
information directors and 18 madia
members that coverOVC school*. Numbers
in parenthesees indicate first-place vote*.

Progrtss photo by BOBBI JO SHIELDS

Eastern'* offensive and defensive lines will play a large role In their success this season. The only returning atarters on
the lines are offensive tackle Brian Preaaler (bottom left) and defensive tackle Chad Bratzke (bottom right). Despite the
losses, the Colonels, along with Middle Tennessee, are the preseason co-favorttes to win the Ohio Valley Conference

Colonels, Blue Raiders OVC preseason favorites
By Ted Schultz

"I think you're going to see a big improvement in the other teams in the OVC. I think
you're going to see Morehead better. Tennessee State's got some good football players.
The votes are in.
Would it be the traditional favorite, the Austin Peay will be tremendously better- I
perennial powerhouse. Eastern Kentucky? Or think they could be a dark horse in the OVC."
would it be the young, talent-packed Blue
* Crenshaw, Thomas return
Raiders from Middle Tennessee?
One of the reasons the Colonels were
Ohio Valley Conference coaches, sports
information directors and media personnel cast picked as co-favorites is the return of several
their ballots for this year's OVC football sea- key players from last year's 12-2 squad. Seson. The burden of being labeled the "pre- niors Joey Crenshaw and Markus Thomas, the
OVC Offensive Player of the Year last season,
season favorite" hinged on their decision.
return to lead Kidd's ball-control offense.
The verdict: a split decision.
"I guess it's tradition," said Crenshaw.
Eastern, the two-time defending OVC
champs, edged MTSU 138-136 in the voting who was granted an extra year of eligibility
by coaches and SID's. But MTSU, winners of following the playoffs last season. "Every
two of the last three OVC titles (EKU and time we go out and take the field we expect to
MTSU shared the crown in 1990), held a 13- win. A lot of teams can't say that, but we can."
Crenshaw won't be taking all of the snaps
point edge over the Colonels in balloting by the
this season. Sophomore Ron Jones, who saw
media.
"I was shocked that (the coaches) picked action in seven games last year, will see conus first,'' Eastern Coach Roy Kidd said. "I take siderable playing time.
"We're very fortunate to get Crenshaw
pride in that, that people respect our program
and the tradition that we have in football. But back, although I think Ron Jones is going to
realistically, when you lose as many people as jump in there and compete for the position,"
we've lost, that they picked us first must be Kidd said. "I certainly have all the intentions
in the world of playing Ron Jones. He's our
more on our past than anything.''
Eastern lost 13 of 24 starters to graduation, future at the quarterback position, and Ron
including four who are currently trying out for needs all the experience he can get.
"I expect (Crenshaw) to show us some
spots on National Football League rosters. The
biggest losses came in the trenches where they leadership and do a good job for us. And I told
will be without four of the five offensive line- him' I don' t care how good you do, you' ve got
men and four of the five defensive linemen to realize that I 'm going to play Jones some'."
With Tim Lester (Rams) and Rick
who helped land the Colonels in the final four
Burkhead (Dolphins) bidding for the NFL,
of the Division I-AA playoffs last season.
"I can't remember what we've started out Thomas figures to be the featured back this
with this kind of an inexperienced line, both year. Thomas, a third-team all-America selecoffensively and defensively'' Kidd said. "Up tion last year, needs only 498 yards to break
front is where we've really got to rebuild our Elroy Harris' EKU career rushing record.
"What can I say about Markus, other than
football team. The biggest question mark, and
I think the biggest job we' ve got to do this year, 'If we've ever had a better tailback here that
him, I'm not sure who it is'," Kidd said. "I
is rebuild our offensive line."
Middle Tennessee returns 18 of 24 starters think that much of Markus Thonufi. We have
this season, including six who were freshmen had some great tailbacks, and he's certainly
in 1991. The Blue Raiders lost to the Colonels right in there with the rest of them."
twice in Richmond last season. But this year,
Rebuilding the line
the clash that will likely decide the OVC title
Eastern's defense is Mostered by the rewill be played Oct. 17 in Murfreesboro.
Eastern went 7-0 in the OVC last season turn of two All-America candidates and three
and MTSU was 6-1. But Kidd isn't convinced starters in the secondary. Junior defensive
the "Big Two" will best up on the rest of the tackle Chad Bratzke and senior linebacker
Ara Jackson have been listed as preseason Ailconference in 1992.
"It may not be a Middle Tennessee-East- Americans in several preseason publications.
The Colonels, however will have to reem year," he said "I 'II be surprised if someone
in our league wins the conference undefeated. place four of the front five, including NFL

Sports editor

hopefuls David Willdns (49ers) and Greg
McKee (Oilers). But the biggest task may be
finding a replacement for all-OVC noseguard
Ernest Thompson.
"Defensively, we've got some rebuilding
and replacing to do," Kidd said. "We're concerned with the defensive line, other than
Bratzke. The biggest concern is noseguard
because that's the key to our defense."
Kicker Todd Duffy, who set the school
record for consecutive extra points last year,
returns. Tun McNamec will replace the departed Bryan Barrett as the punier.
. With the loss of 23 lettermen and various
assorted injuries to several key returnees, a
larger number of underclassmen, including
some redshirt-freshman, will be called upon
for playing time this season. The Colonels
have 38 first-year players on the roster, including 24 who are either true freshman or
junior college transfers.
"I think the big key this year will be our
freshmen and underclassmen," Thomas said.
"We have to find out who's going to be able to
step up and play. There's definitely going to
be some freshmen playing this year."

A pressing schedule
Although there are no Division I schools
on the schedule this season, the Colonels will
be pressed to repeat or improve upon last
season's No. 2 final ranking by the Associated
Press. The non-conference schedule features
the opener at Western Kentucky Sept. 5, a
home game against Northeast Louisiana and a
visit to Samford, another final-four qualifier
last season.
"Our non-conference schedule is pretty
tough," Kidd said. "We open with Western
and we know good and well they're going to
be so motivated. They' re probably sitting down
there figuring if they can beat us, it will salvage their program.
"We've got probably one of the best I-AA
teams in the country coming in here in Northeast Louisiana. And then, of course, we've got
to go to Birmingham and play Samford, which
was in the final four last year."
Later in the season. Eastern must play the
three teams picked to finish 2-3-4 (MTSU,
Austin Peay and Morehead) in the OVC all on
the road. The Colonels play five home games
and six road contests this fall.
"I'm anxious to get started," Kidd said. "I
want to see what kind of football team we're
going to have."

r

COLONEL
NOTES
□ All-Conference: Five Colonels were named to the preseason
All-OVC team. Thomas, Bratzke,
Jackson and defensive back Fred
Moton made the first team and
wide receiver Leon Brown was an
honorable mention selection.
□ Preseason polls: The Colonels are ranked 10th in The Sporting News Division I-AA preseason
Top 20. Thomas is rated the top
running back in the country and
Bratzke is No. 4 at defensive tackle.
Thomas, Bratzke and Jackson are
on the TSN preseason All-OVC
team.
□ Hall of Fame: Coach Kidd will
be inducted into the Kentucky Athletic Hall of Fame Monday. Among
the eight inductees are former
University of Kentucky football
players Alex Qroza and Jeff Van
Note and former University of Louisville basketball star Junior
BrkJgeman.
J Injury report: Dwayne Woods,
the returning starter at tight end
injured his thumb and may miss
the opener at Western. John
Reynolds, the projected starter at
left guard, and freshman quarterback Greg Couch each had a knee
scoped over the summer, but are
practicing and should be ready for
the opener.
□ Quotable: In describing the
teams goals for this year, Kidd
said. "We kind of take the conference championship for granted.
But our goal, as always, is to win
the national championship."
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Sports

Players unfazed by
Pollio departure
By Scott Rohrer
Assistant sports editor
—•
Mike Pollio is out and Mike
Calhoun is in as Eastern's head basketball coach. But surprisingly, the
move hasn't caused as much of a stir
as could have been expected
When Pollio left in Jury to accept
a position as an Assistant Athletic
Director at Louisville, speculation
existed that some of the players Pollio
helped recruit might be unhappy. But
while the higher-profile coach is gone,
the players on this year's squad seem
fortunate to be playing for Calhoun,

Sports briefs
Compiled by Ted Schultz

an assistant the last three years.
"Coach Calhoun recruited me, so
I'm glad he's still with the Colonels,"
said freshman Demarcus Doss, the
Colonels' top recruit this season.
Calhoun will have only two returning starters next season, juniors
John Allen and Arlando Johnson.
Allen, a second-team All-OVC selection last season, and Johnson, the Colonels' starting point guard, were members of Pollio's first recruiting class.
"If anyone deserves the job, it's
one of the assistant coaches," Johnson
said. "They're already a big pan of the
Eastern tradition.''
The team begins practice Nov. 1.

Marks named All-America scholar
Dean Marks has been named an All-America scholar
for the 1992 season. He was one of 39 Division I and 49
golfers overall to be selected by the Golf Coaches Association
of America.
Marks, a senior from Paw Paw. Mich., majoring in.
computer science, has a 3.41 grade point average. He
finished the '92 spring golf season with a 76.53 stroke
average.
Criteria for selection of Division I players included
maintaining at least a 3.2 GPA and a stroke average of under
78. Candidates also must be at least a junior, have played
two years of varsity golf at a four-year school and played in
at least 75 percent of their team's matches.
Marks finished fourth in the Ohio Valley Conference
Tournament in April with a 54-hole total of 224.

Calhoun's Coaching Record
High School (head coach)
1973-79
Franklin County H.S.

Cflliftflft
[

Progrws ptofo try BOBBI JO SHIELDS

Mlka Calhoun announce* his acceptance of the head basketball
coaching position at Eastern. Calhoun, formerly sn assistant
coach, was named July 17 to replace Mike Pollio, who accepted s
job as an Assistant Athletic Director at the University of Louisville.

1972-73
1979-84
1984-85
1985-89
1989-91

Martin named OVC Coach of the Year
Women's tennis coach Sandy Martin has been named
the OVC Coach of the Year after leading the Colonels to a
third-place finish in the OVC Tournament last spring.
This is the first time in awhile that the coach of the
team champion didn't win Coach of the Year." Martin said.
"So I feel really honored to win this award. This gives me
some positive feedback on us trying to teach the players to
do things the right way."
The Coach of the Year honor was the first in Martin's
nine years at Eastern. She has a career dual match record
of 114-92, including 10-3 last season.

207-108

aH as assistant coach)
Georgetown College
Samford
Murray State
Indiana State
Eastern Kentucky

24-5
75-90
19-9
31-82
51-41
200-227

College totals

UT-Martin joins OVC, changes highlight meeting
gram into the conference and even
ByTedSchultz
more regional interest."
Sports editor
UT-Martin, formerly of the Gulf
South Conference, played a full footThe Ohio Valley Conference fig- ball and partial basketball schedule
ured eight wasn't enough.
last season in the OVC. The Pacers
After adding Southeast Missouri will compete in all 12 championship
as an official member of the confer- sports this season.
ence last year, presidents of the OVC
Wans for "Revival In Rupp, Pan
schools voted to add the University of II" are underway, following the presiTennessee-Martin as the league's ninth dents' decision to return the men's
member. The addition, along with sev- basketball tournament to Rupp Arena
eral other changes, was passed at the March 4-6,1993. Last year's tournaannual summer meeting June 4-5 in ment in Rupp marked the first time it
Brentwood, Term.
was played at a neutral site.
"I'm pleased with the presidents'
The presidents also voted to enact
decision to bring Tennessee-Martin legislative proposals that will help the
into the league," OVC commissioner OVC gain automatic berths to
Dan Beebe said. "I think they are postseason tournaments. The most siggoing to bring a strong football pro- nificant changes came in baseball.

ATHLETE OF THE WEEK

volleyball and women's basketball.
directly 10 improvement in these sports
In an effort to regain the league's on a conference-wide basis."
automatic berth to the NCAA baseball
Eastern Athletic Director Roy
tournament, the presidents passed a Kidd said the changes won't affect the
proposal that each school award at volleyball and women's basketball
least 10 scholarships and play at least programs since they already meet the
90 percent of its games against Divi- new quotas. The additional baseball
sion I opponents. The OVC's auto- scholarships will offset the NCAAnun^ berth was stripped prior to last imposed reduction in football scholarships, which dwindle from 67 this
OVC schools must also award season to 65 in 1993 and 63 in 1994.
eight volleyball scholarships and play
Through the rotation process, Eastall of their games against Division I em president Hanly Funderburk wit
opponents. They must also award 13 be the conference president for the
scholarships in women's basketball, a 1992-93 school year. Kidd will be the
proposal that Beebe said would chairman of the athletic directors comstrengthen the OVC's automatic berth mittee and Robert Baugh will be the
to the NCAA Tournament.
chairman of the faculty representative
"I think these changes are signifi- committee. Beebe's contract was excant," Beebe said. They will lead tended through June of 1995.

Clay Hamrlck, a senior from West Union, Ohio,
qualified for the United States Amatuer Golf Tournament
after winning the Kentucky qualifier last week at Persimmon
Ridge Golf Club in Louisville. Hamrick fired a 76-73-149 to
capture first-place in the 55 player field and earn one of the
tournament's four qualifying spots for the U.S. Amatuer,
which will be played August 27-30 at MurfiekJ Village in
Dublin. Ohio.

QUOTE OF THE WEEK
Former Eastern football player Bryan Barrett on the
motive of his negligence lawsuit against EKU trainer Bobby
Barton.
"I'm not just out looking to make a buck. I feel I've
been done wrongly and deserve something for it."

$2.00 OFF
^

Expires 9/13/92

ANY HAIR CUT

FANTASTIC BEAUTY SALON
199 Wayne St.-Behind Pizza Hut|
Ask for Jane, Linda or Barbara

?♦

f^

MEXICAN RESTAURANT

^*

'The Pride of Authentic Mexican Food'

Bienvehidos Estudiantes
Vegan a disfrutar la Fiesta

COME AND JOIN £
"THE FIESTA!"
#
Enjoy Live Mexican
Music by
Mariachi Band
Friday, Aug. 15
7:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m.
and sip into paradise
with the best
Margarita in town!

WAL-MART
FILM DEVELOPING
EVERYDAY IS A GREAT DAY TO TAKE PICTURES
AND THERE'S NO BETTER PLACE TO TAKE PICTURES
THAN WAL-MART WHERE YOU ALWAYS GET..
■

Kodak Colorwatch Quality

■

Guaranteed Service

■

Everyday Low Prices
Single Prints

12 Exposure
15 Exposure
24 Exposure
36 Exposure

Double Prints

1.66
2.41
3.04
3.96

2.26
3.16
4.24
5.76

SO BRING YOUR FILM TO WAL-MART

263 East Main (Downtown) Richmond, KY

624-8222
Please present coupon when you order
Welcome Back Coupon
Buy One Dinner
Get The Second

1/2 Price
Equal or Lesser Value
Please Present Coupon when you order. Good (or Dine |
in or Carry Out.

^xwMSeotember3J99^_
i*i

mmmm^—_„J

Monday thru Thursday
11 a.m.-10 p.m.
Friday thru Saturday
11 a.m.-11 p.m.

"THERE'S NO BETTER1 PLACE
TO TAKE PICTURES' m

WAL-MART
830 Richmond Mall <Sp«t™ ■ «■ One-Hour not inducted.)

Richmond, Ky. 40475
Sunday
Noon till 9 p.m.
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©o I take'TAe Mfcrofcw/ogy 0f PoW/a//y,
Pathogen/c Befa-Wemo/yf/'c f+reptoCocci,
Or 'The-Evolu+zonofthe fltuat/on C°mec/y.'
Do I really wah+ to live with Judy the

■

tffH

■

neat freak-SgSih.Icarf+bel/evelte
got until, Monday 1b decide if I'm "a B/olo^y
or a Theatre major. Have I completely \o$±
if ? Will I ever be able to make 3 declr/on,
again? V/a/t a mihute, jurt ye/ferdayjwar
able to pck a phone company w/f h
absolutely no problem...^, there if hope*

With AJT&T, choosing a phone company is easy.
AT&T Long Distance calls from the ones your roommates make.
Because when you sign up for AT&T Student Saver
And the AT&T Calling Card makes it easy to call from almost
Plus, you can pick from a complete line of products Ic^J/? 2^/ anywhere to anywhere. Also, when you sign up for AT&T, your
and services designed specifically to fit your needs while you're
Studmr
first call is free*
in college. Whatever they may be.
And with AT&T, you'll get the most reliable long distance service.
Our Reach Out* Plans can save you money on AT&T Longdistance,
AT&T Student Saver Plus. It's the one college decision that's easy
no matter where and when you call. Call Manager will separate your
to make.

If you're an off-campus student, sign up for
AT&T Student Saver Plus by calling 1800 654-0471 Ext. 851.

AT&T
y
^

~J
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ACADEMICS
.
Services help students make the grade
Academic AdViSing
c„„v. - '-— „,K« hQc H?
-J^JgftR^gSJgg
SS^mi^H^i^ fiSTth!
Sfi^^Iiafa^Tte
f££^SL7SSL£5

paperwork. The Student must
then go to the registration center to*complete the drop-add
P^ess. A student can dropadd only during a
designated period. Checkcal-

EBZ&BSSSS

Crabbe Library

register for the next semester.
drop or add a class or change
majors.
• Academic Advising Office
#3311
Keith 131
The Academic Advising
office is available to students
who have not declared a major. Academic Advising
monitors student progress and
helps guide the" student toward a*major.

The library is organized in
the Ubrary of congress style.
The first floor nouses the
periodicals (newspapers,
magazines, journals, etc.).
The second floor contains
the circulation desk and the
reference room.
The Learning Resources Centerislocatedon the third floor
and the fourth floor of the
library contains the Law Library which has over 14,000
volumes in its collection and

Tutorinq
—
.. _.. __3..u_. «
_,
HSftXS
!*fiSf
t
V9*J*W***g>
g JJ
'J,<jo
^
z*?'F
..
'
R
,n a d Wr
^ g " l "'"° .^nJ?r
™»^^ *™*.?g^
^ava.lab etoallEKUstudcms.
Tteccn offcrs
ng ,
^
H"fT ' lS"

Computer Services

Jjtagded for use In legal

The micro center offers
students access to computers
and printers. Assistance is
avai4leatalltimes.Students
must provide their own data

_..
^ : different from
SSJS^m^SSSSSi
ErfS*? ,£cT~mnJrKf
SS^&SSSnSSS
^S^'^S^S.

Center provides tutoring in the use
of
«*"(*""• Ate October 1 the
computer lab is open to all students.
CallL computeTreservauon,
•****"*****<**,

Mam Office
VSL mi
.££%'Center Reservations
V2000

and ^fic safcty.H
Another branch of the litS&lm*£m!m\Zm2&
F^^UdinT^
g

Mon. - Fn 8a.m. to4:30p.m.
'££3"" *****C"""
wSLe329
Mon
- Fri 8 am to 6 p. m

#1%5

Math Tutoring Lab

Combs 230

DrOD-Add
In order to drop or add a
class, a student must see their
advisor to complete the proper
<

fS£JL2ffr "

Hours for the fall semes-

ter:
John Grant Crabba Library
Sunday
.
lp.m.-llp.m.
\
'.

m

EPHRAIM MCDOWELL
REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER
Full time OTR/COTA's needed for our expanding
Occupation Therapy service. Experience preferred but will
consider motivated new graduate.
F.nhraim McDowell offers:
• Competitive salary
• Excellent benefit package
Mon.-Thurs..
7:45a-m.-l 1 pjn,
Friday
7:45 a.m.-8 p.m.
• Tuition and book reimbursement • Continuing education
Saturday
10: «.m.-8 p.m.
$1500 SIGN-ON BONUS
Law Enforcement Ubrary
Mon.--n.urs
8ajn.-8p.rn. Once you talk to us, we think you'll like us. Once you see us, we
Friday
„...8 an..-4:30 p.m.
think you'll stay. Call now to arrange an interview and tnur.
Contact. Human Resources Department
Ephraim McDowell Regional Medical Center
M-TIUU,
.£,0.-.
217 S. Third Street • Danville, K Y 40422
*™r*
• JiJlT
mkZ
(606) 236-4121• EOE
<■
Sunday
pjn 10 pm
"

I | I

TV |

Sunglasses £y
BmacfiSLonti

SSPXoSSS^SZ
Two location*
to serve you

madison optical
240 Gerl Lane

623-0303

madison optical
sunglasses shoppe

J** £* "ft"*Ub2? 22
toall students for tutonng m math
a«l computer science courses,
wauacem

Richmond mal
623-1862

Attention Faculty and Students
We offer WordPerfect 5.1 for DOS or Windows
for ONLY $135.00!! Educational restrictions apply.
For details call 624-5000.

WORDSTAR
Legacy far

10% DISCOUNT ON ALL ENTREES FOR
EKU STUDENTS & FACULTY
We haye great sandwiches!!!
Hamburgers only.
$1.40
Lunch Special: meat, two vegetables, fresh bread
& beverage just $4.50
Richmond Bank & Trust Lower Level
239 W. Main St. • 623-0305

m

WIIHUWI

Microsoft Works
HllMrtmtm.

Do > iM - Dm wnta* aad edKaia. *• dauin.
VamoaJOO
ft, laroaa aod snakm W» WatMw Utacy, Wort Proeaaaor wati Spaa* aalTbaaauna
uantwaaj Mat. papax* and data a a braaaa
Itaabaae with Raporiaal
IncJmB I I MOO weed apea* ml 10.000 aort
Spiaaaanaal wHti HMMnm (inrtHca
ElacaTaiK 0——t almaa
Sue of IN an on acraaa naoclab

Retail Value $495.
0«ly $49.95

DRDOS 6.0
Tn» DOt m laaaaan aaata mi aa|and.
(loiaMt to aloragaiapacMynCyaaT tart driva

Pullr DOS etanjMMa
Read tad wme huh-partiiaaaire dak cache
UmilliUHllallni

Only $49.95

Only $49.95

It's Legal
tr—Xng ftm —w» Miim-ti If! tJicamwU.
Simple and iiviki W0-, row* of AHunacy
•Carttflciai of O—d—Mp
(: < *auK ai ft aod Contactor Agreem-ati'
Bin of Sato. hwM-WIt W— aad —> —,

Only $19.95

While supplies last.
PC Systems Factory Computer Outlet
638 Eastern By-Pass, University Center Richmond, KY
606-624-5000 Hours:9am-6pm Mon-Fri., I0am-4pm Sat.
latrtai TO. teDarar Baac*. la— Baaom, lapdat. Nafftoa. Wa—n»ai. W fatal BaaoyfL St I am. MO
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ENTERTAINMENT
How to spend your free time at Eastern
Eastern recteaUfln

A variety of recreational activities are available on Eastern's
campus.
For more information about
these activities, contact the campus numbers listed below. .
•Bowling lanes#2109
•Intramural programs* 1244
•Racquetball#1245
•Tennis facility#2144
Pools
• Alumni Coliseum #2137
•Arlington #2204
•Weaver #1894

Theaters/galleries

■The Hummel planetarium presents two programs. The first
one runs Thursday through Sunday and begins at 7:30 p.m..and
the second one is presented Saturday and Sunday at 3:30 p.m.
Admission prices are as follows:
Studrnts-$3 with a valid I.D.;
Adults-$3.S0; Senior citizens$3.00; and children (12 and under)-$2.75.
• The EKV Theater will present
two plays this fall. "Quiltcrs"
will be performed Oct. 7-Oct 10
at 8p.m. in Gi fford Theater, and
"Of Mice and Men" will be performed Nov. 18-Nov. 21 also at

8 p.m. in the Gifford Theater.
For information or to reserve
tickets, call the Theater Box
Office at #1323.
•The Giles Gantry in the
Campbell Building will have
four an shows available to the
public this fall.
The gallery is open 8 a.m.4:30 p.m., Mon.-Fri. and 2 p.m. 5 p.m. Sat Admission is free.

Richmond recreation

•The Richmond Mall, 830 Eastem By Pass Rd., is open Mon.Sat., 10 ajn. to 9 p.m. and Sun.
12 noon to 6 p.m.
. For more information, call
the mall at 623-2111.
■The White Hall Historic House
offers guided tours of the 44
room historic mansion from 9
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. from April 1
through Oct. 31. It is located at
500 White Hall Shrine Rd., Richmond. For more information,
can #623-9178.

#623-4843
Exit 95 Off 1-75
•Clay's Ferry Campground
#623-1569
Clays Ferry Exit off 1-75

Theaters

•Buccaneer Drive-In Theater
#624-8250
2435 Lexington Rd. Richmond
•Campus Cinemas
#623-0588
University Plaza Richmond
• Richmond MaU Cinemas 8
#623-8215

Richmond Mall Richmond
•Towne Cinema
#623-5032
249 W. Main St. Richmond

Gymnasiums

Parks/Campgrounds

•Fords Fitness
#^24-0100
692Bames Mill Rd. Richmond
•Iron Works Gym

•EC. Million Memorial Park.
#624-5935
169 Tales Creek Rd. Richmond
•Bluegrass Campground

427 Big HiU Ave. Richmond
■Telford YMCA
#623-9356
1100 E. Main Richmond

#623-7370

^3n\

mm

Richmond HI
MALL
830 Eastern By-Pass • Richmond, KY
(606) 623-2111
MALL HOURS:
Monday thru Saturday, 10am to 9 pm
Sunday, 12:30pm to 6 pm
MANAOeP SY SCHOSTAK BWOTHCW8 4 CO. WtC.

THRIFTY
DUTCHMAN
MOTEL

Make YOUR Parents Feel Like A....

s

-Jfcr-

Mention this Advertisement
when you bring in your parents
and receive a V.I.P. card good for
discounted room rates throughout the school year.

(VERY IMPORTANT PARENT)
75 Newly Renovated Rooms • 25.Mini-Suites • Non-Smoking Rooms Available
• Cable TV • Minutes from EKU, restaurants & shopping centers

623-8813
Eastern By-Pass

Look Like YOU spent the summer in Florida*TAN at the THRIFTY
» FRESHMEN.show your I.D. for 1 /3 off your 1st PACKAGE _
i
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FOOD
on campus and around town to eat
V Where
Campus
•Western Steer Family
Winchester, Ky.
•Clay Cafeteria
02184
open 8a.m.-9p.m.
•Martin Cafeteria
02186
open 7a.m.-9p.m.
•Powell Grill
02180
open 8 a. m.-9 p.m.
•Powell Cafeteria
02182
8a.m. -€.pm.
•Stratton Cafeteria
02187
open
Richmond Area
Restaurants
•Banana's Tavern
0624-2569
709 Big Hill Ave.
•Cracker Barrel Old
Country Store
0623-0037
HWY 25rnear 1-75
•Down Under, The
0623-0305
239 West Main St.
•Hall's Restaurant
0527-6620
125 Boonesboro Road

•Los Amlgos
0624-8222
263 East Main St.
•Madison Garden Bar
and Grill
0632-9730
152 North Madison Ave.
•New Orleans Cafe
0624-3895
242 South Second St.
•Oriental Garden
Restaurant
0623-2652
459 Eastern By Pass
next to Super One Foods
•Paco's Mexican
Restaurant
0623-0021
124 First St.
•Rascal's Restaurant
and Bar
0624-9882
128 East Main Street
•Shoney's Restaurant
0623-8190
241 Eastern By Pass
•Tslng Tao Restaurant
0624-0133
300 West Main St.
•Western Slzzlln Steak
House
0623-5024
1600 Foxhaven Drive

Steak House
0624-1193
Barnes Mill Road
Pizza | Subs
•Apollo Pizza
#623-0330
•Domino's Pizza
#623-0030
•Little Caesars Pizza
#623-0771
Carry-out,
539 Mahaffey Drive
?
•Mr. Gatti's

#624-2884
Dine in or carry-out,
Eastern By Pass
•Papa John's Pizza
#624-2828
•Pizza Hut
#623-2264
360 Eastern By Pass
•Sir Pizza
Richmond Mall #6238200
Downtown 623-2117
263 East Main Street
•Subway
2nd Street #624-9241
Richmond MaW #6240737
l^_
By-Pass #624-3458
Tom's Pizza #624-8600
Downtown

Drive-in
613 Big Hill Avenue
624-2018

JET Burgers 990
Come by and try
the best burger in town

j Students get 10% off i
: with this coupon
j

HOW TO SAVE ON THE
HIGH COST OF EDUCATION:

The Best Wings
in Town!

Madison
Garaeti

NOBODY

^»-»» » « t O ■ I l L

How \fou Like Pizza At Home.

Call 623-0030
119Collins Street L) Richmond
(Offer good ml fmrtiopmling store only)

N. Madison Ave.
IKWO—.>CIII»«|

623-9720
See Our New Addition, THE COLONEL DOME
Eat Inside, Outside, or Somewhere In Between

Having a Domino's Pizza*
store nearby is like having
room service every day! Call
and order your favorite
CAMPUS SPECIAL today.

—-,.,<—
SBBSSSS***'■"•—■*" *""5,-.„

r

CAMPUS SPECIAL

^

Cheese Pizzas

! 10" Pizza

$2.99

(Additional items $.69)

j 12" Pizza

$3.99

(Additional Items $.99)

■ 14" Pizza

$4.99

(Additional Hams $1.19)

t^T^*^^ good kxmcmripuiOmwmY any.

c
7-

Health

Where to go when youfeelunder the weather
Campus
Student health services in
Rowlett 103 provide treatment
to full-time students.
Some services offered include appointments with a psychiatrist and appointments with
a family planning clinic, both
of which are offered one day a
week during the regular semester.
They also treat students on
a walk-in basis for colds, infections and sexually transmitted diseases, ect

• Student Health Center
Rowlett 103
Hours for the fall semester
are8.-00a.m.-5.-00p.m.,Mon.Fri in Rowlett 103. For more
information, call the student
health service office at #1761

Richmond
Some other medical services
available in Richmond are:
•Instant Cure Center
#623-1950
310GeriLn.... Richmond
HOURS: 9:00am.-9:00
pjn., Mon.-Sat.
Services: No appointments are necessary. The
center treats minor illnesses
and injuries, lacerations,
fractures and sprains. Also
available are physical exams for insurance, school or
athletic purposes and flu
shots, allergy shots and immunizations.
'Madison County Health
Department
#623-7312
Boggs Lane Richmond

HOURS: 8:00 a.m.-4:00
p.m., Mon.-Fri.
Services: Appointments
are required for all clinic services.
The department offers a
variety of clinics which range
from family planning counseling to Tuberculosis, hypertension and diabetes diagnosis and treatment.
There is a $1 charge for
immunizations. Pap smears,
blood pressure checks, TB
skin tests, etc.

•PattieA. ClayMospital
#623-3131
Eastern By Pass Rd. Richmond
Services: Full medical as
well as 24 hour emergency
services,

Let your parents know what you're doing.
Send them the

Eastern Progress.
Call 622-1872
for subscription information.
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Tell 17,000 students
about your business.
Advertise!
THE EASTERN PROGRESS
THE PRESCRIPTION STORE
FREE CITY WIDE DELIVERY

DRU5 STORE
WE HONOR ALL MAJOR INSURANCE CARDS
• Computerized Prescriptions Profit** M. .lined
For Your Income TM A Insurance Requirements

• KHBXI • OHTKJCAIDS
• HOsmMSfnis • CONVALESCENT AK
iU
N

5«2nf?
COSMETICS

623-1980

110 BIG HILL AV RICHMOND

LARGE GIFT DEPARTMENT

You Can Lose
Up To
20 POUNDS
By
October
AVG.
COST
OF:

$

1.23

PER
DAY

INCLUDES EVERYTHING!
Tii

fJszMsi*

"Kentucky's Largest
Health & Fitness
Corporation"

SPECIAL STUDENT DISCOUNTS

WELCOME
BACK EKU

Super Circuit
Training
Reebok Step
Aerobics
Indoor Track
LifeSteps

W 624-0100

Southern Hills Shopping Center
Richmond

624-TRIM
.-?

UfeCycles
34 Aerobics
Classes A Week
Diet Programs
Tanning Beds
629 Eastern By-Pass
(Behind Roses)

Eat Regular grocery store food!
SAFE and nutritionally balanced
Affordable for everyone!

WEIGHT LOSS CENTERS'

i|

NO EXPENSIVE MEDICAL FEES
. NO REQUIRED SUPPLEMENTS
■ NO SHOTS OR DRUGS
. NO HUNGER

$50 DISCOUNT ON A FULL PROGRAM
CALL TODAY!
yVot Valid with any other offer
Lexington
(606) 278-TRIM
Cetherine Webb > Me/y Lee Pf.lnrtra

Richmond
(606) 624-TRIM

Frankfort
(502) 223-3334

6
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Aug.iy.ga MWF
»
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A

MONDAY

P

WEDNESDAY

conquerors Through
Christ Welcome Back
Meeting, Powell, 8:30
p.m. Students For
Christ: Bible Basement
Blast, D. Boone statue
9 p.m
Pick up Progress.GO
TO CLASS: Day and
evening classes meet;
in-hall room changes
begin.

Fraternity Rush begins;
Eastern Progress Open
House 5 p.m. Learn
about working on staff.

BSU-New Student
Survival Weekend.
In-hall room changes
end
t,

Battle of Richmond
encampment. Living
history event 130 years
after Civil War battle.
White Hall. Free.

SATURDAY

"Pops atthe Park."
White Hall State Historic
Site. Call 623-1720".'

BSU Trip to Louisville
Zoo.

SUNDAY

Sorority Rush ends.

FRIDAY

Oct. 19-24
MONDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

S

7 p.m. Sierra Club
meets, Herndon Lounge,
Powell. 7 p.m. Students
forChrist:Volleyball,Todd
Hall.
Last day to add classes.
Students for Christ:
Christian Rush, Pizza
Party, Powell, 9 p.m.

TUESDAY

U

TRF

TUESDAY

THURSDAY

M

Aug. 24-29

C

D

I

n

u

A

A

v

SATURDAY

SUNDAY

MWF

College of Business
spring advising begins.

University Singers and
Concert Choir Concert,
Brock, 7:30 p.m.

Teachers: Turn in your
mid-semester grade
reports.
Mathematical Sciences
Day
Fa
" Festival. Cafe Clay
& Martin Hall; Faculty
Brass Quintet, Gifford
Theater; Bicentennieal
Wagen Train, Main St.
Volleyball. A.C. 7:30
p.m.; FaB Retreat,
Wesley Foundation, U.
Meth. Ctr

EKU Football at U.T.Martin; Volleyball A.C.,
Noon. Wagon Train
Finale, Boonesborough.
DAYLIGHT SAVINGS
TIME ENDS. Move
clocks back an hour.
University Symphony

Aug.31-Sep.5MWF
First day to apply for
student teaching tor
spring; Students for
Christ: Table, Powell
Bldg, 10 am.; Dennis
Drummond/William

Koto* Exhibit Giles GallSCEC Hosts Welcome
Party, Conference Rm.,
Powell Bldg.
Campus-wide Hall/
Room changes begin

JSftp^ZJ2

MWF

LABOR DAY
HOLIDAY—WO
CLASSES!
Sierra Club trip to
Cincinnati Zoo & Labor
Day Fireworks, Daniel.
Boone statue. 830 a.m.
First night of Rush,
Kappa Delta Tau, 9 p.m.
Campus-wide hall/room
changes end. 3 p.m.

S«p.1«.-»9 TRF

Minority Career Seminar
Third night of Rush,
Kappa Delta Tau, 9 p.m.

Mortar Board meetings
begin, 9 p.m.

Cross-cultural mixer,
Keen Johnson Bldg., 3
p.m.

Welcome Back Picnic,
Cafe Clay & Martin Hall
ROTC Recognition
Picnic, Arlington Mule
Bam, 3:30 p.m.

Kevin Eisensmith
Trumpet Recital, Gifford
Theater, 7:30 p.m.

Volleyball tournament at
Alumni Coliseum, 11
a.m

BSU Misstonfest.
Lexington
Volleyball tournament at
U.Tenn.

SPJ High School
Journalism Workshop.
Volleyball Tournament
at AC. 5 p.m.

EKU Rugby vs. U.C.
Law, Intramural Fields,
1p.m.

UWR , Combs 9 a.m.
1st HOME GAME: EKU
v. NE La. Parents Day
Cookout, 5-7 p.m.

NOV. 9-15

Nov. 16-20 TRF

Fraternity Rush ends
TCraTEcToseo"
EKU football at WKU. 7
p.m. CDT
Rugby at Vanderbilt

Career Day, Minority
Career Day, Graduate
and Professional School
Day.

Deadline to add Co-op
for fall '92 (business
students).

Admiral's Day:
Boonesborough State
Park. Boat parade
Qct26-NQV.1 TRF
Orchestra Concert,
Brock 7:30 p.m.

NQV.2-8TRF
Advising for Spring 93
begins
Deadline for Housing
Intention Cards, 4p.m.

Volleyball vs Morehead,
A.C., 7:30 p.m.

ELECTION DAY—NO
CLASSES. EKU offices
closed, but The Eastern
Progress will be open.
Don't forget to vote.

RHA Monster Bash,
Keen Johnson, 830
p.m.

Joel Feldman Exhibit.
Large Woodcuts, GHes
Gallery.

MWF

Registration for
continuing students
begins.

Cross Cultural Mixer.
Keen Johnson, 3 p.m.
LAST DAY to reserve
Thanksgiving Break
housing.
Veteran's Day.
Students For Christ:
Campus-wide Rally,
Powell, 9 p.m.

Last day to apply for
May/August Graduation.

Volleyball vsSEMO,
A.C., 7 p.m.

Jazz Ensemble, Brock
7:30 p.m.

Volleyball at Tennessee
State
UWR, Combs Bldg. 5

Volleyball at U.C.

Fall Promissory Notes
due.HOME GAME: EKU
Football vs Murray 1:30
Rugby vs U.K. 1p.m
ROTC Alumni Day.

EKU Football at Austin
Peay. 1:30 p.m.
Volleyball at Xavier
International Banquet

p.m.
HALLOWEEN
EKU Football at
Tennessee State, 1:30
p.m. Volleyball at U.T.Martin

NTF.SPFCJ

413.8 a.m.

N
_

Wind Ensemble. Brock,
7:30 p.m.
EKU Theater: "Of Mice
and Men," 8 p.m. Gifford
Theater through
weekend.

r.nmKo

Deadline lor Spring
admission to MBA
program.Volleyball OVC
Championship at Austin
Peay.
EKU Football at
Morehead. Show Choir
Concert; Brock 7:30
p.m.

The Eastern Progress. August 20. 1992
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Sep. 21-26

MWF

BSU seminar: Can
Christians Have Fun?
Ravine; College of
Business planned
curriculum advising
begins; Spiritual Life

Sep. 28-Oct.3 TRF
FIRST DAY OF ROSH

OcLSJfl

MWE

Preference, Kappa Delta
Tau. 9 p.m.

Volleyball vs WKU at
A.C.. 7:30 p.m.

Volleyball at Morehead

YOM KIPPUR
EKU Theater:"Quilters"
8 p.m., Gitford.

Career Day, Minority
Career Day, Graduate
and Professional School
Day.

Tomorrow is last day to
apply for spring student
teaching.

Homecoming Dinner,
Cafe Clay and Martin
Hall. Education degree
candidates need to
apply forMay graduation.

European Culture
Festival, ends
EKU Theater:"Guitters"
8 p.m., Gifford

SPJ High School
Journalism Workshop.
Volleyball Tournament
at AC., 5 p.m.

CAHN Career Day,
Allied Health/Nursing
Conquerors Through
Christ Campus Rally.

College of Business
advising period ends
Volleyball vs SEMO,
A.C. 730 p.m.

Volleyball A.C., 730
p.m.
Ky. Guild Crafts Fair;
QuBt SNeedlework
Expose'. Berea.

UWR , Combs 9 a.m.
1st HOME GAME: EKU
v. NE La. Parents Day
Cookout, 5-7 p.m.

HOME GAME: EKU vs
Tennessee Tech, 7 p.m.
Rugby vs Xavier,
Intramural fields. 1pm

LSAT, Wallace 327.8
a.m.Volleyball vs U.T.M, A.C., noon;
HOMECOMING, 2 p.m.
EKU vs SEMO

Deadline to add Co-op
for fall "92 (business
students).

MWF

COLUMBUS DAY:
500th anniversary.
Post office closed but
EKU in session.Go to

HASHANAH
European Film Seminar
"begins. Library 108.

MtesteP.Un.Meih.ctr.
Minority Career Seminar
Third night of Rush,
Kappa Delta Tau, 9 p.m.

Oct. 12.17

GRE, Combs 427,8
a.m.EKU atSamford;
^Volleyball. A.C.. Noon.
& 4 p.m.

MONDAY

College Music
Educators Regional
Conference ends.
"Modem Europe"
Typography Exhibit,
Giles Gallery.
LAST DAY TO DROP
CLASS/WITHDRAW.
Deadline to add Co-Op.
Students for Christ:
Campus rally, Powell
BkJg, 9 p.m.

WEDNESDAY

THU RSDAY

-Volleyball at Central
Florida Tourney
Housing intention cards
for Spring 93 distributed
EKU Fnnthall at Middle ,
7 p.m. CDT
Rugby at Southern
Indiana; Volleyball at
Central Florida Tourney

C
A
L

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

E

SUNDAY

BSU Faculty/Student

Nov. 16-20 TRF

Cross Cultural Mixer,
Keen Johnson, 3 p.m.
LAST DAY to reserve
Thanksgiving Break
housing.

Nov 23-2A
Percussion Ensemble
Concert, Gifford Theater
7:30 p.m.

Nov.30-Dec.6MWF Dec. 7-13

Holiday Begins at 9p.m. I
Evening classes meet.
Thanksgiving Dinner.
Cafe Clay and Martin
Hall; Halls close tor
Thanksgiving at 6 p.m.

Women's basketball vs
Ball state, AC. 7:30
p.m.
Campus-wide room/hall
changes for Spring 93
begin.

Wind Ensemble, Brock,
7:30 p.m.
EKU Theater: "Of Mice
and Men," 8 p.m. Gifford
Theater through
weekend.
Jazz Ensemble, Brock
7:30 p.m.
Deadline for Spring
admission to MBA
program.Voneyball OVC
Championship at Austin
Peay.
EKU Football at
Morehead. Show Choir
Concert; Brock 7:30
p.m.

THANKSGIVING DAY
Library closed thru 11/
28.
Christmas Parade on
Lancaster Ave. and
Main Street.

Hals open, noon.

Classes resume
Sunshine Week begins.
Kappa Delta Tau.

Dec. 14-20

RHA Christmas
Party.Powel 4:45 p.m.
EKU Theater Holiday
Dance Concert, Gifford
Theater. 8 p.m.
Deadline for Christmas
housing, 4 p.m.
CLASSES END
Men's basketball at U.K.
Women's basketball at
U.L

Pre-final Exam period
begins."
Men's Basketball vs
Northern Kentucky, 7:30
p.m.

FINALS BEGIN

Madrigal Dinner;
Christmas Banquet,
Wesley Found.Students
For Christ Party, 7:30,
Earty registration ends.
Madrigal Dinner. Last
day to change room/hall.

Christmas Dinner, Cafe
Clay and Martin Hall

Deadline for Spring
admission to College of
Business; Men's
basketball vs Thomas
Mora College, 7:30 p m
Hanging of the Greens,
Christmas Chorus,,
Brock Auditorium
Graduating Seniors Exhibit, Giles Gallery

I

MONDAY

Deadline to cancel
Spring 93 housing/
private room contracts

TUESDAY

Final Examination period
ends
FALL SEMESTER
ENDS
Residence Halts Close 6

WEDNESDAY

N
D

p.m.

Men's Basketball at
Wright State Tourney,
Commissioning, Military
Science Dept., Burner.

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

A

SATU R DAY
December graduates
ceremony.
■

SUNDAY

R
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106 ST. GEORGE ST.
( Across from Recordsmith)

Commonly asked questions about residence hall life
HOUSING
Q: How can I change
rooms or roommates?
A: Room changes are
available on designated
dates after the semester
begins. In-hall room
changes are completed by
the area coordinator or
assistant area coordinator
(hall director) within the
hall. Between-hall room
changes require a trip to the
housing office. The resident
must then check-out of their
current hall with the
resident assistant (RA) and
the hall director. Following
check-out, the resident may
check into the new room.
Check calendar for dates.
Q:Can members of the
opposite sex come to my
room?

A: Guests of the opposite
sex are allowed in your
room from noon to midnight
daily. The resident and
guest must register at the
front desk of the hall. The
resident should also inform
the front desk of any
overnight guest of the same
sex.
Q: What is room
inspection?
A: During room inspection,
hall staff members check
your room for fire, health
and safety hazards. Consult
your student handbook for
health and safety guidelines.
Q: Where can I study?
A: All residence halls have
designated areas for
studying. Ask your RA
where these areas are
located. The Crabbe Library

■

Welcome back
students!

A
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is also available. Look for
"library" in the Academics
section for more
information.
Q: How do I make local and
long distance telephone
calls?
A: If you are calling on
campus, dial the last four
digits of the number. For
local calls off campus dial 9
+ number. For long distance
calls, each student is
provided with an AT&T
Acus Service Card. To use
this card, dial 9 + number +
your 7 digit personal
security code (PSC) located
on the card. If you have any
problems using your AT&T
Acus Service Card, call 1800-445-6063.
Q: How can I get cable
television in my room?

A: All rooms have basic
cable hook up for any cable
ready television. If you want
pay cable channels
Simmon's cable has an
office in Burnam Hall. For
more information call 6236163.
•Housing office
it 1515
Jones 106

Survival tips
a See your residence hall
director for an authorized
room change.
Unauthorized room
changes cost $50.
□ Remember that hall
staff Is required to give
residents at least 24
hours notice prior to
Inspection.

mERLE

noRmon
cosmencs
** Free Makeovers
** Ladies Accessories
** Jewelry & Purses

624-9825

Celebrate
Fun in the
Sun

Meet the Staff

Join the staff of The Eastern
Progress in an OPEN HOUSE,
Thursday, Aug. 27. Learn who does
what and why and what kinds of
experience you can get as part of
the staff.
I
117 Donovan Annex
622-1872

Keep your camera loaded with
film as you celebrate the days
of summer.
And when it's time to have
your film processed, make sure
you ask us few KODALUX
Processing - the key to clear,
bright, quality pictures.

KODALUX Procruing Service*
- Quality Worth Asking For.

Pet Peddlers

with your pet in mind

Your home needs a pet!
Come by today to tee our
adorable selection and
find the beat pet for you

*
*
*
*
.*

We carry
tropical fish
exotic pels
a full line of pet supplies
aquariums and supplies
dog grooming

Richmond Mall, Eastern By-Pass 624-5253

Get some attention.
Advertise in the Eastern Progress.
Call 622-1872

Your complete floral design, gift, and
•FreeWedding

SeaSOnalsh

°P'

if

Consultations
• Wedding Video
• Wedding and
Party Invitations
• Fruit Baskets
• Gift Items
• We Deliver
• Teleflora certified wedding consultant

• Fresh Flowers
• Balloons
• Balloon
Bouquets
• Plants and
Planters
• Silk Flowers
•Party
Decorations

nsiopim
Richmond Mall

623-7470

623-0340 M

qhVillage Florist

125 S. Third • downtown next to the bus station
Monday thru Saturday 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
We accept all major credit cards

KCX)ALUX: TM Licemtd by Kodak
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MONEY
Where to keep all that cash ( yeah, right)
Campus
'Billings and Collections
#1232
Coates Cashiers Window
•Powell Cashiers
#1243
Powell first floor
•Financial Assistance
#2361
Coates 203
Student Employment
#1760
Coates 207

Richmond area banKs
•Citizens Fidelity Bank
#623-2747
General information # 1 -800992-3262
Three Richmond locations
128 West Main, 200 Water
Street, Eastern By Pass
Student account checklist
-Automated Teller Card
YES
-Minimum balance
NO
-Monthly service charge
YES $3 per month
-Transaction
charge
YES 12 checking transactions free/month
* must be 18 years-old

First Federal Bank Savings
#623-2548
One Richmond location 200
East Main Street
Student account checklist
-Automated Teller Card
YES no charge
-Minimum balance
YES $250
-Monthly service charge
YES $5/month
-Transaction
charge
NO unlimited transactions
available
* customers must purchase
personal checks
First Security Bank and
Trust
#624-4800
Five Richmond locations 116
West Main Street, Big Hill
Avenue, Eastern By
Pass, Lexington Road, Richmond Mall
Student account checklist
-Automated Teller Card
NO "Special Checking" for
students
-Minimum balance
NO $25 to $200 to open
account
-Monthly service charge
YES $2.50/month

-Transaction charge
YES 15 transactions free/
month
* First Security is in the process of merging with Bank
One, therefore numerical
data may change.
Richmond Bank and Trust
#623-8700
Two Richmond locations 239
West Main Street, Eastern By
Pass
Student account checklist
-Automated Teller Card
YES MoneyTree Card at no
charge with any checking
account, part of Cirrus/Quest
bank card service. No charge
when used at two Richmond
locations $ 1 charge when used
at other locations
-Minimum
balance
YES $500, if balance drops
below $500 at any time a $5
service charge is assessed
-Monthly service charge
NO
-Transaction charge
,
NO
• Automated teller machines are located at the
center of campus, next
to the bookstore.

compact discs

THE EASTERN PROGRESS
,$22-1872

MORE ITALIAN COURSES
THAN MOST UNIVERSITIES.
Real Italian. Real Fast
44Ha0myDm«/62U)M4£UN-lHURS Hffltm-1000pmFft&SAI llOOjm-HOOpm

MONEY for COLLEGE
Scholarship Information For College Students
$6.6 billion in financial aid went unused last year
because students did not know where to apply...
Our database lists over 200,000 scholarship listings
representing over $10 billion in private sector financial
aid. We guarantee at least seven sources of private
sector financial aid or we will refund your research fee.
For more information and your personal data form
return this coupon.

Name
Address
City, State, Zip
Return to: Student Financial Services, P.O. Box 1143,
Frankfort, KY 40602

New Orleans
Cafe

cassettes
mi m poi

242 S. Second Street
^

623-5058
By-Pass across from Pizza Hut

FREE
16 oz. Drink ^with Coupon
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY

Call the Progress./
622-1872

Happy Hour Daily 2-5 p.m,

CAMPUS DELIVERY
OPEN UNTIL 1 A.M. Thur. - Sat.
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RELIGION

G

Where on campus and locally to worship
Campus

*Wesley Foundation
United Methodist Campus
Center
#623-6846
Rev. Mark Girard
401 University Dr.
Richmond
Meeting time: Thursday,
6pm.-8pm.

The three following organizations are members of the
Christian Campus Ministry
Association and they hold a
group meeting on the second
Thursday of each month at
lp.m. at the Baptist Student
Union. For more information about these groups, call
the numbers below.

•EKU Meditation Chapel.
#622-1723
Rev. Brian Stratton
" Campus
'Baptist Student Union
1*623-3294
Rev. Rick Trexler
325 University Drive
MeetingsTuesday,9p.m.
'Catholic Newman Center
#623-9400
Father Greg Schuler
Sister Eileen Golby
405 University Drive
Richmond
Mass: Sunday, 10:15 am.
and 5:30 pm.

MIKIMI' ,V I K

I Bile Size Shrimp, <jj
I hies, hush puppies^
I & cocktail sauce

| 0»—1—— Ml——

IMilliiLlnBfWi^lalHi
9El Chicken, fries,

L

fc^^R'

! Sweet k Sour sauce dtm^^

, -T *m<m*mm torn* *, b

I |MI»l<HWInW«h

Progress File photo

Father Greg Shuter presides
over a mass at the Catholic
Newman Canter on Eastern's
campus.The Newman Center
caters to catholic faculty and
students at the university.
Mass is held twice on Sunday
at 10:15 a.m. and 5: 30 p.m.

Richmond
There are a large number
of religious organizations
located in Richmond.
Listed are just a few of
the larger local religious
organizations.
More religious groups
are listed in the yellow
pages.

'Lutheran Campus Ministries
#623-7254
Rev. Bill Duncan
1285 Barnes Mill Rd.
Richmond
Meeting lime. Sunday,
10:45 am.
'First Presbyterian.
#623-5323
Lisa Eve McMenamin
West Main Street
Richmond
Meeting time Sunday,
11:00 am.
'Episcopal Canterbury Fellowship
#624-2430
Rev. Art Conaway
1403 Providence
Richmond
Meeting time: TBA

\i

I ISM ,v I KM s

I Ml & I K

I Fish, fries,
(£
I hush puppies ▼
' & tartar sauce

Fish, fries,
<fc
hush puppies ™
■| a»—>■—■».
& tarter sauce
m**
I

MI«'««*IMMI

I —»*

L?=*i

ur New Broiled Menu
• Broiled Cod
• Broiled Breast of Chicken

• Broiled Shrimp Dinner
^"'^tsv^^^^^tsv^^^^X.^

Welcome back
students!

FRESH FOOD for
the Healthy Appetite
There's a new Subway in Richmond
making fresh, tasty subs for you.
Get your favorite meats on bread
baked fresh in our store, with the
free fixin's you choose. Come in
today and take a Subway home.

ri

r\

50tf off

'~l

Any Sub or Salad
Limit one per customer
Good at this location only

[Offer «pjre^8-27-92

♦SUBUUfiV*

539 LEIGHWAY DRIVE
EASTERN BY-PASS, RICHMOND
J Ion - Sat. 11 a.m. to 2 a.m.. Sun. 11 a.m. to midnight

Call Ahead for
Pick up
623-3458

^SUBWAY*

The latest fall fashions found
at JCPenney Styling Salon.
Every Thursday all students and faculty
with a valid EKU I.D. receive a 20% discount
off all regular price services.
Mun. - In.
9-8

JCPenney
f' Styling Salon
J

9-6
Sun 12:30-5

Richmond Mall
»BB:..HI
I 1W92. JCPenney Company. Irtc

624-3501
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SPORTS

September 24 Morehead State University (2)

Fall athletics offer diversity
EKU 1992
FOOTBALL SCHEDULE
Sept 3 Western Ky.
Sept. 12 OPEN
Sept. 19 Northeast Louisiana
Sept. 26 Tennessee Tech*
Oct. 3 Southeast Missouri*
(Hornecomlnf)
Oct. 10 Samford
Oct. 17 Middle Tennessee*
Oct. 24 UT-Martin*
Oct. 31 Tennessee State*
Nov. 7 Man-ay State*
^

Nov. 14 Austin Pesy*
Nov. 21 Morehead State*
•OVC games
Home games are highlighted

Football Tickets
Students are admitted to Eastern
games free if they present their validated I.D. at the door. Season tickets cost $45 and general admission
tickets are $7 in advance or $8 at the
door.
For more ticket information or
to reserve tickets, contact the
Athletic ticket office at 622-3654.

EKU sports arenas
Football-Hangar Field
Basketball - McBrayer arena
Volleyball Weaver/ McBrayer
Golf- Arlington country club
Tennis- Martin Hall Courts
Baseball- Turkey Hughs Field

BOUSBZ
VOLLEYBALL SCHEDULE

EKU fall
baseball
schedule

University of Tennessee
University of A labama
Bauer University
Sept. It 19 EKU Tournament
James Madison University
Montana Stale
N.C. State
Sept.25 MornyStale
Sept. 26 Austin Peay
Sept 29 Western Kentucky
Oct. 2 Southeast Missouri
Oct. 3 U.T.-Meran
Oct. 6
Morehead State
Oct. 9 Tennessee Tech
Oct. lOMiddk Tennessee
Tennessee Scat*
Oct. 16-17 U. Central Florida Tournament
University of Central Honda
(other teams TBA)
Oct. 23 Austin Peay
Oct. 24 Murray State
Oct. 27
Marches.* Stale
Oct. 30 Southern Missouri Stale
Oct. 31 U.T. Martin
Nov. 6
Tennessee Stale
MidoV Tennessee
Nov. 7
Tennessee Tech
Nov. 13
University of CincHHiau
Nov. 14 Xavier University
Nov. 20-21
OVC CHAMPIONSHIP
•Home fames are I

11:00am

October}

Ammnl Game
Diamond Club Invitational Tournament
October 1*
EKU Maroon vs. Union College
Richmond, KY
1:00 pm
Union College vs. Georgetown College Richmond, KY
4:00pm

October 11

EKU Marooa vs. EKU While
EKU Maroon vs. Georgetown College
EKU While vs. Unto. College

Uat.ersKy of Dayton
Tssa
State
TeaaassssTedi
University of Missouri
University of Tennessee

Richmond, Ky

Richmond, Ky
Richmond, KY
Richmond, KY

1:00 pm
4:00 pm

Serving Breakfast, Lunch,
and Dinner
.
%
%

•Steaks

+WAN4Z
«55rx^>

Ribs

^AVEStW

Carry Out Orders %
Open Mon.-Sal. 8 am-Midnight
709 Big Hill Ave., Richmond
624-2569

spojrtsw^ar _
fraternities • sororities • clubs & organizations
tees*sweats*caps-towels* & much more
located on the corner of first and main downtown

richmond, kentucky 40475
624-2200-
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TRANSPORTATION

Taxicabs

Once you get here where to put your car
Eackioa
Due to the overwhelming
number of people competing
for parking places on
Eastern's campus, parking in
lots quite a distance from the
residence halls is sometimes
unavoidable.
When that happens at
night, females have the option of calling for a shuttle
bus to come pick them up and
take them to their residence
hall.The number for the nighttime shuttle is #2821- Public
Phones are located in the
Lancaster, Van Hoose,
.Alumni Coliseum, Brockton

and Stratton (lobby) lots.
Also, the shuttle bus will be
making trips to and from the
off-campus bookstore during
the first week of classes.

Car rentals
At some point during the
semester, most students will
need to go home, to a concert
or just go visit some friends,
and they won't have access to
a car.
The next best thing is to
rent one, which can be relatively inexpensive if three or
four people chip in to pay the
expense.

The following are some
places in Richmond which
have car-rental programs:
• A & A Auto Rental
#624-3020
2393 New Irvine Rd.,
Richmond
• Pontiac Dealer Leasing
#623-8131
CroucherMarcum Motor Co
Big Hill Ave... Richmond
• Rent a Wreck
#624-2277
Big Hill Avenue, Richmond
'Toyota Rent a Car
#6241313
Toyota South Inc.
Eastern By Pass,
Richmond

For those shorter excursions to the mall, the grocery
store or somewhere else in town (hint,hint), there are a
couple of taxicab services which serve the Richmond
area. They are listed below:
• OK Cab Co
'Colonel's Cab Co
#624-0492
#623-1668

DEERJRUPiSTABLES
$2.00 OFF REGULAR PRICE~j
with this coupon
_exp._S715/92_
» Horse Boarding
• Barrel Arena
• Riding Lessons
• 80 Acre Facility

>flf

tf

Horses for Lease

3 miles off 1-75, exit 97

527-6339

